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SECTION ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

1.1 Project Identification

The Cliff House structure and the adjoining North Annex have not qualified for listing in the National Register of

Historic Places due to the lack of architectural integrity which has remained following the many alterations to the

structures This Historic Structures Report identifies the degree of intact historic integrity and other aspects of historic

and architectural significance The focus of the report includes the structural condition of both buildings compliance

with life safety and accessibility standards and alternatives for treatment

1.2 Description of Use

It is the continuity of recreational uses which gives this site its significance The variety of food services souvenirs

museums curiosities and viewing points have become the tradition of the Cliff House experience It is expected that

this mixed use of the site will continue in the future although the accommodation of these activities will be improved
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SECTION HISTORICAL DATA

2.1 Building/Site History

The Cliff House Site West of the Golden Gate San Franciscos coast sweeps along rock-bound headlands before

dipping into broad expanse of sand dunes and flat ocean beaches The land dramatically meets the ocean in the flying

surf which beats against the rocks of Lands End and races up to the sands of Ocean Beach The rugged character of this

portion of San Franciscos waterfront has drawn the citys residents and visitors since the Gold Rush By 1860 the Gold

Rush had transformed the frontier outpost of San Francisco into major American urban center but the beach remained

largely untouched and the undeveloped western shore of San Francisco continued to attract visitors drawn by the unique

character of the area

Figure Cljff House Site 1960

By the mid-1850s two structures were built on the shores of Ocean Beach The Oceanside House stood at the foot of

todays Sloat Boulevard at that time the end of an old trail which connected Mission San Francisco de Assisi with the

beach The other structure was the Seal Rock House which stood at the foot of todays Balboa Street The Seal Rock

House was supposedly built of timbers salvaged from vessel shipwrecked on Ocean Beach this may have given rise to

the legend that the Cliff House had been built from materials salvaged from shipwreck Both the Oceanside House and

the Seal Rock House were popular beach side attractions In February of 1863 visitor to the Seal Rock House noted

that this inn kept by mine friend Smoke was speedily overrun with customers few crabs and fewer muscles sic

were soon devoured and his liquors were also rapidly made way with.1
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Ocean Beach remained public favorite through the

1860s giving rise to plans to build paved road across

the San Francisco peninsula to reach the beach The

principal backers of the Point Lobos Road Company were

Charles Butler and California State Senator John

Buckley The two men owned 160 acres of land at Point

Lobos Butler was particularly interested in the

development of the area as fashionable seaside resort.2

Work on the road began in February 1863 when 50 kegs

of black powder were used to begin blasting and grading

the cliffs to allow the road to run down to the beach

While laborers graded and filled in the sand dunes near the

roads beginning at Bush Street and Presidio Avenue

Figure Seal Rock House from Cliff House workers were engaged to chop the road bed out of the

1865 ocean-bound precipitous steeps

At the same location on the Point Lobos bluff work was also underway to erect new hotel which is to be erected at

this point as summer retreat for San Franciscans

The ground on the extremity of the bluff is now being graded The locality affords splendid view of not

only the ocean but of the Golden Gate and the entire country about From this point one can pitch

biscuit into the sea The Seal Rocks lie immediately in front of the Point and not more than five hundredS

yards distant The sea foam continually dashing against the jagged rocks at the base of the Point enhances

greatly the beauty of the panorama.3

The Point Lobos Road was completed in March 1863 at cost of $175000 The 110-foot wide macadamized

thoroughfare ran from the end of Bush Street at Presidio Avenue to the Point Lobos bluff where the new hotel was under

construction.4

The First Cliff House 1863-1894 Ground breaking for the new hotel at Point Lobosbegan in February 1863

as the bluff was being graded for the Point Lobos Road The building was located at the western edge of the road perched

on the edge of the cliff overlooking the Seal Rocks Actual construction of the building was underway by the end of

March 1863 and in early May of the same year the work neared completion

The hotel which had been recently christened Cliff House by the owners Butler and Buckley was

of fair dimensions and when finished will be entirely encircled by balcony From the seaside

piazza can be seen the lions of the day barking and basking on the rocks immediately under the cliff

The hotel which will be finished by the first proximo is to be kept in all respects as first class

house As suburban retreat the Cliff House presents attractions unsurpassed The majestic ocean

picturesque Golden Gate Coast chain of hills and lon reach of sea beach are some of the views that

can be obtained from the balconies of the Cliff House

In June of that year the new and elegant Cliff House was opened by its proprietor Capt Julius Foster late proprietor

of San Franciscos International HoteL6

For the next three decades the Cliff House served as fashionable retreat for San Franciscos wealthiest citizens and their

guests disapproving Mann County journalist described the clientele in 1869 as

smiling men--neatly dressed actors philosophers and poets distinguished men and women of

pleasure of high birth good position...Suffice it to say the Cliff House is fashionable resort and
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visited by fashionable people who dance and flirt eat and drink walk or ride on the beach and indulge

in all the dissipation it is possible for persons to engage in.7

The appeal of the area brought visitors interested in more than dissipation In describing an excursion To the Cliff

House author Bret Harte praised the unsurpassed grandeur visible from the parlor where but single pane of glass

seemed to separate the comforts and refinements of civilization. from the rude jarring of elemental discord and Nature

in her rudest aspect beyond.8

rr ___

___

Figure First CliffHouse and Seal Rocks 1865 In 1868 the Cliff House was enlarged to three times its

original size Two wings each considerably wider than

Figure First Cliff House 1868
the original house were added on each side of the

building The additions projected beyond its front

creating sheltered porch fronting Point Lobos Avenue

with seats for those who wish to enjoy the sunlight and

avoid the wind large new verandah on the back

overlooking the Seal Rocks was so arranged as to be

.4 readily turned into dancing hail in few minutes when

ii

The south wing will contain the ladies parlor

and accessories and in the north wing will be

bar-room reading-room restaurant card rooms
and other conveniences for gentlemens use
while the old building will be cut up into minor

rooms for the accommodation of parties etc.9
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The Cliff House remained popular spot for the citys social elite In January 1872 socialite Lillie Hitchcock CoiL

visited the Cliff House after ride on Ocean Beach which made her thirsty After siLting on the verandah Coit and her

friends adjourned inside for two punches and noticed another group consuming champagne by the bucket.1

The completion of new paved road along the northern edge of Golden Gate Park in 1875 and the sale of the Point Lobos

Road to the City and County of San Francisco in 1877 brought large numbers of people to Ocean Beach and the Cliff

House The formerly exclusive retreat increasingly became popular resort In 1876 the Cliff was the mecca of

our pleasure-seekers lasting landmark that

has held its own bravely through the many changes that have checkered the citys brief career

After Peters plan it is built upon rock and interlopers in the vicinity can only plant themselves

upon the shifting sand to be disturbed and uprooted by the stress of weather The Cliff still holds its

sway undisturbed It has the view the seals the music the host and the stamp of fashion Croakers

foreboded during the laying out of the Park roads that its day was done But. San Franciscans will

head for the Cliff House on Saturday afternoons.11

By the late 1870s there was more riotous and racy

.i
..

clientele They reportedly came to play poker and

entertain women other than their wives.12 In 1894

reminiscence of earlier days admitted that the old Cliff

House was also favorite resort of the betairie of San

Francisco The piazzas used to be thronged with these

gaily dressed nymphs and the rooms resounded with their

carousals and Captain Foster looked happy and

winked. 13

The tarnished reputation of the resort was polished in

1881 when it was purchased by Adolph Joseph Heinrich

Sutro Sutro Prussian-born immigrant engineer and

businessman bought the property at time when he was

Figure The Spider and the Flyfrom the Wasp
busily acquiring property in San Francisco Sutro

intended to maintain his fortune through selective buying

Figure Adolph Joseph Ileinrich Sutro selling and leasing real estate and this purchase added

acreage to land Sutro had already acquired in and around

Point Lobos One particular plot located on the cliff

directly above the Cliff House was the nucleus of utros

private estate Sucro Heights He devoted his attention

and energy to the development of Sutro Heights between

1881 and 1886 it was not until 1883 that he took an

active role in its management

.1 Capt Julius Fosters lease had been renewed in 1880 just

prior to Sutros acquisition of the property In 1883

when Fosters lease expired Sutro ousted him Between

1884 and 1886 the Cliff House was leased to San

Francisco liquor merchants Hugh McCrum and

Sheldon Under McCrum and Sheldon the property lost

money despite Sheldons acquisition of new partner

Moss Jr in 1886
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In 1887 Sutro leased the Cliff House to James Wilkins He rented it for $700 per month as long as Sutro

remained alive The only condition was that he maintain it as respectable resort without bolts on the doors and..

no beds in the house Wilkins managed the resort successfully until 1907 despite two disastrous losses.14

On January 15 1887 the 80-ton two-masted schooner Parallel of San Francisco laden with hay pig iron kerosene oak

planks and forty-two barrels of black powder ran aground on the rocks just south of the Cliff House Abandoned by her

crew just before she went ashore Parallel lay on the rocks pounded by the surf until the powder in her hold was

detonated by the jarring around midnight The resultant explosion destroyed the vessel and seriously damaged the

building

Every window was smashed even the frames and woodwork were being blown to matchwood Doors

were lifted off their hinges and blown across the room The plastering was torn off in great sheets

The large balcony on the west side from which visitors looked at the seals has huge gap in the

middle and it was dangerous to venture out upon it The south Piazza lost one portion of its

balcony Had the explosion been trifle more severe the building would certainly have fallen

down the cliff into the sea.15

The Cliff House was repaired and was soon back in business Sutro intended to enlarge the building and in April and

May of 1887 had graded the bluff behind the Cliff House to build large four-story pavilion in the Gothic style with

tower on each corner of the roof and pagoda at the center An elegant promenade on the roof would surround seats for

3000 visitors.16 Nothing was built Work on the building through the 1890s involved repair and renovation in 1889

the kitchen was relocated to the same floor as the restaurant improving service The parlor was partitioned with low

alcoves for ladies and gentlemen to take meals or refreshments New water closets were constructed the foundations

were renewed and the exterior was completely repainted in the summer of 1889.17

The resort increasingly became popular stop for all classes of San Francisco society as was Sutros intent In his 1899

novel McTeague Story of San Francisco author Frank Norris working class protagonist McTeague walks to the

Cliff House on Sunday afternoon to hoist mug of beer.18 Countless San Franciscans visited Ocean Beach Sutro

Heights and the Cliff House in the early 1890s enjoying its owners philosophy of public recreation on the citys

western shore Unfortunately they could not enjoy the Cliff House much longer On the evening of December 25

1894 the thirty-one year old landmark caught fire and burned to the ground

The fire was caused by faulty chimney flue The fire was hidden one between ceiling and walls and when the

flames found vent there was rush and roar of fire that could not be controlled In less that two hours the building

was completely engulfed The fire destroyed everything except few paintings the mirrors and easily movable

furniture the silverware choice vintages and liqurs and part of the bar fixtures On the morning of December 26 all

that remained was two tottering chimneys the carved lion which stood guard at the stairway descending to the lower

floor charred timbers and ashes.19

Public sentiment was in favor of rebuilding the resort Standing among the ashes an enthusiastic capitalist who had

visited the place every
fair day since it was built suggested that the public raise funds to rebuild the Cliff House

We dont want anything Romanesque or Arabesque said venerable sportsman No Greek temple

Egyptian shrine or Queen Anne freaks We Californians would like to see new building as much like

the old as can be made plain old-fashioned Cliff House like that was burned up.20

On December 26 Adolph Sutro announced that he would build new Cliff House overhanging the cliffs looking over

Seal Rocks The new building like the old would be frame structure He noted that the old Cliff House was built

piecemeal bit being added from time to time The new house will be more elaborate much stronger and more

durable It will be pretty large building and will be fitted up for saloon and restaurant.21
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Figure Second Cliff/louse 1895

The Second Cliff House 1895-1907 In 1888 Sutro had planned to build large resort hotel similar to

Montereys Del Monte Hotel or San Diegos Coronado Hotel at site adjacent to the Cliff House The hotel site was

cleared but construction never began.22 With the building in ashes Sutro selected San Francisco architects Emile

Lemme and Colley to design and superintend the construction of massive multi-story French chateau styled

structure An agreement was reached itiFebruary 1895 and by the summer the rubble of the old Cliff House had been

carted away the site graded and leveled and massive iron rods had been anchored in the rock to help support the buildings

foundation which would overhang the supporting cliff.23

When completed the new five story high building would be surmounted by spires and central tower in which an

observatory would be located An elevator connected all eight floors of the building which rose 200 feet above the

ocean The basement contained the boilers machinery laundry and rooms for the employees The first floor just

below the road level housed concession stand where tourists could buy lunch and curios The next floor at street grade

level contained restaurant with large dining room parlor and bar The third floor was subdivided into twenty private

lunch rooms and large art gallery The fourth floor housed photographic gallery parlors and reception room large

open verandahs allowed visitors to promenade or sit in settees and easy chairs to take in the view.24

The second Cliff House was completed in early 1896 and was opened to the public at lavish reception hosted by Adolph

Sutro on February 1896
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Figure Interior of Second Cliff house 1900
Figure Second Cliff/louse on fire

September 1907

James Wilkins continued the lease even after Sutros death in August 1898 The second Cliff House became the

best-known its imposing profile dominating the citys western shore Its career was relatively short however In April

1907 James Wilkins sold his lease to John Tail of San Francisco Tait and his associates began to renovate the

building rewiring replacing the plumbing and remodeling the building for November reopening.26 Their efforts were

for naught however for an electrical short-circuit set the building on fire on September 1907 Despite the desperate

efforts to save the far famed landmark the second Cliff House like its predecessor burned to the ground as thousands of

San Franciscans gathered to see the fire The big blaze simultaneously enveloping every part of the building swirled

heavenward in
great column twisting and roaring Adolph Sutros daughter Emma Sutro Merritt executrix of the

fathers estate was not as quick as her father in deciding whether or not to rebuild stating that it was too early for her to

decide.V

On September 1907 however John Tait and his associates announced that new Cliff House would be rebuilt along

the lines of the squat structure which from 1863 to 1896 sic stood over the Pacific.28 group of influential citizens

announced that they had raised $200000 in pledges to throw out the proposal of John Tait and build new building

an antithesis of the wooden collection of turrets which artists called an abomination and said it had met

just fate in burning will be erected not for profit alone but to maintain traditions and reinforce the hold

of the sea-lions playground on world-wide fame The backers of the project are willing to spend million

on sentiment and carry out their plans to rival the seaside palaces of Monte Carlo and Nice.29

In December 1907 as laborers worked to clear the rubble from the bluff Emma Sutro Merritt decided to rebuild the Cliff

House on her own

The Third Cliff House On January 27 1908 Merritt applied for blasting permit to clear away rock and brick at

the Point Lobos bluff The blasting facilitated the clearing of the Cliff House debris and by the beginning of February

1908 the basement area had been reached and the boilers uncovered.30 In early March the site was surveyed and in late

April Merritt had retained the well-known San Francisco architectural firm of the Reid Brothers who had previously

designed such buildings as the Fairmont Hotel the Call Building and numerous other commercial buildings after the

1906 earthquake and fire to design the new Cliff House
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Figure 10 Third Cliff House 1910

The building the Reid Brothers designed was three-story reinforced concrete structure in the Neo-Classical style which

was built up against the bluff to offer single-story facade on Point Lobos Avenue With their preliminary plans in

hand Merritt had the site staked Out in October 1908 and on October 21 applied for permit to construct concrete

structure costing approximately $42500.31 With permit in hand on November 12 1908 Merritt hired the San

Francisco Re-Building Company specializing in Construction of Class or Buildings by contract or

superintendent to build the new Cliff House.32 Work on the structure began immediately and by the spring of 1909

the basic structure of the building stood completed Throughout April May and June subcontractors worked to complete

the interior of the building Ornamental plaster work was done by Clarke the Robert Dalziel Jr Co undertook

the plumbing the Butte Electric Company completed the telephone system the building was painted by Wocker

the Ralston Iron Works fabricaled the marquee and the windows were glazed by the Fuller Co When the account

books for the construction were finally closed in 1912 the total cost for the new structure stood at $56613.23

The new Cliff House was opened on July 1909 The opening night was crowded with scores of old patrons who found

that the entire place is fitted up with the utmost good taste and rejoiced in thankfulness of the revival of old times.34

large hail stood at the first level and faced an open promenade small coffee and curio shop also stood at this level

The second level facing the road contained lounge restaurant and dining room There were problems with the new

building however The poured-concrete roof had not cured correctly and large crack leaked water into the building In

August 1909 the crack was sealed and repointed35 but unfortunately the crack was never adequately repaired and the

leaking roof continued to plague the building Repairs to the roof and to water-damaged interior plaster continued to be

undertaken in 1910 1911 and 1912.36
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In May 1910 Merritt leased the Cliff House to the Cliff

____________________ House Corporation George Jones President and

_____ layout of the first floor providing unique glimpse into

_____ the buildings arrangement soon after its opening This

___________ __________
inventory is contained in the Appendix.37

Alterations and additions to the Cliff House began almost

immediately In 1909 portion of the building was

modified to create two stores shed was erected and two

_______ frame buildings including 22 37 foot gift shop one

hundred feet north of it were erected In 1912 two story

addition was added to the north end of the building

housing saloon at the street level candy stand was

added to the terrace and the doors were changed in the

main dining room which was also partitioned In 1913

new gift shop was built to the north and in 1914 two

frame structures were built on the the terrace to the west

In 1915 two more buildings including tea house were

added to the verandah.38

In 1918 the building was closed by order of the United

States Army The Army had banned the sale of alcohol

within one-half mile of any active military post and in

this case the Cliff House stood well within half mile

from the Fort Miley Reservation In 1920 San Francisco

restauranteur Richard Shorty Roberts secured ten

year lease on the building and after redecorating and

______ refurbishing the interior opened the Cliff House once

__________________________________

lash was held for some 450 guests whoLI1 participated in the rejuvenation of the establish

_______________________________
ment .39 In 1922 Roberts installed new front

entrance and an addition on the north end housing

stairway from the main floor to the lower floor of the

_____
building but his tenure was short In 1925 the Cliff

House was again closed coffee shop and the tea house

continued to operate but the building remained vacant for

over ten years In February 1936 Peter Schnoor of

Berkeley wrote the editors of the Chronicle to lament the

Figure 11 Interior of bar at north end of 1909

building
fate of the Cliff House which he termed an old dead

box
Figure 12 Interior of the North Addition

Why do our public-spirited people that are now

Figure 13 Japanese Tea lb use 1920 planning worlds fair and the completion of the
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fitting monument and build new Cliff House

worthy of the name and place an inspiration to

our guests that enter the Golden Gate as well as

to all visitors to this greatest spot on the Pacific

Coast4

In 1937 the property was purchased by San Francisco

concessionaires George and Leo Whitney George

Whitney owner and operator of the popular ocean side

amusement park Playland-at4he-Beach which stood just

below the Cliff House on the Great Highway remodeled

the interior of the building and installed new neon

sign.41 It reopened in the summer of 1937 to an

Figure 14 Interior of Dining Room 1916 enthusiastic public response

Between 1937 and 1973 George Whitney made many changes to the interior of the building modernizing the kitchen

facilities providing fire escapes redecorating the lounge and dining room and enlarging the building The greatest

change was $150000 addition to the southeast corner in 1949 Some 3150 square feet and an additional floor were

constructed enlarging the dining rooms capacity to 275 and adding special banquet room which could seat 150 The

1949 addition also created new front facade completely obscuring the original appearance of the building as seen from

Point Lobos Avenue.42

In February 1973 George Whitney closed the building Whitney leased the building in April 1973 to five-man group

We Four who owned The Pub at Geary and Masonic Avenues We Four was approached by Whitney because he

realized it would take youthful thinking and youthful operation to make the place successful.43 While leasing the

building to We Four Whitney entered into negotiations with the National Park Service in early 1974 to sell the

building to then Federal Government According to Golden Gate National Recreation Area Superintendent William

Whalen an agreement was expected that summer to buy the Cliff House and 3.8 acres of property Despite Whalens

prediction the purchase lagged and was not made final until July 1977 when the National Park Service acquired the

property for $3.8 million The building was leased to concessionaire Danny Hountalas who continues to operate the

Cliff House as of 1986

Since the National Park Service acquired the building the interior has undergone some remodelling and cosmetic changes

The major work on the building since 1977 has been the repair and repainting of the exterior by Bill Wright Painting and

Decorating Co for $95000 in 1979 and the installation of new roof surface in 1984

Figure 15 Opposite top Third Cliff with additions and new neon sign Photo graph taken in the

1940s prior to major remodelling in 1949

Figure 16 Opposite bottom Third Cliff early 1950s
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Figure 17 Third C1ff House June 1987
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2.2 Chronology of Development and Alterations

The following table is summary of the major construction and alteration activities of the Cliff House which can be

documented through existing records

12-2-1907 Cliff House Re-construction begins

10-21-1908 Permit applied for to construct new Cliff House $42000 estimated cost

1908 Perimeter of the building staked out

7-1-1909 New Cliff House opened

1912 Frame addition constructed on the north side

2-24-1922 Permit applied for to remove bearing walls new stairway is built on the north side of the 1912

addition

1925-1937 Cliff House closed

2-26-1937 Permit applied for to reopen the building

1937 Building reopened with new walls stairs interior fmishes

1945 Major remodeling of second floor lounge including removal of the wall between the bar room

dining room

1949 South addition constructed consisting of new three story frame addition containing dining

room lounge and storage facilities

1954 Viewing terrace constructed on west side

1954 Tramway constructed from Cliff House to Sutro Baths

1955 Windows closed for fire doors

1967 Sky tram burned

1968 Veneer brick replaced and dry rot repaired on tower

1973 New kitchen equipment fire doors false ceiling and flooring installed

1979 Exterior of the building repaired and repainted

1984 New roof installed
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2.3 Statement of Significance

Since the 1850s the lands along the western coast of San Francisco have been center of public recreation for the citys

residents and visitors The combination of rugged shoreline and white sand beach was an attraction which brought

scores of people out to this part of the citys coastline Taking advantage of the areas natural beauty and new road from

urbanized San Francisco the first of three Cliff Houses was constructed in 1863 Since that time succession of

buildings have been the center of social and recreational activities hosting Presidents of the United States prominent

business leaders regional and local political leaders large number of social fraternal and religious organizations and

thousands of city residents and tourists The Cliff House became must see in San Francisco and throughout the 19th

century visitors were invariably asked if they had been to the building It has remained an important tourist attraction to

this day and has retained its original entertainment and leisure activity uses

The Cliff House has been an important site for both residents and visitors offering shelter refreshments meals and

diversion from everyday life Successive buildingsthree over the past 120 yearshave all embodied similar functions

thus providing continual recreational use of the site since 1863 It is from this aspect that significance can be attributed

to the property it has been and continues to be an important destination for viewing the Pacific Ocean and the coastline

of California and provides leisure activities through its restaurants shops and entertainment attractions The site itself

therefore retains its importance as significant historic place through integrity of location setting and feeling and its

association with important aspects of San Francisco history

It becomes more difficult however to assign significance to the present day buildingthe third Cliff House constructed

in 1908-1909 Although the original construction date is more than old enough to meet the 50 year criteria the third

Cliff House has undergone numerous alterations over the years which caused the National Park Service to deny its

eligibility for listing on National Register of Historic Places 1979 Specifically the determination of ineligibility

noted the changes to the present building as factors impairing its integrity to the point that the structure was not eligible

for listing on the National Register Even the major alterations which may have gained significance in their own right

have been compromised by unsympathetic modifications The case which can be made for the significance of site cannot

in this instance be applied to the building

Restoration which on occasion can be used to correct past transgressions to historic property is also problematic

since there is not clear cut period to which the building should be restored the original structure was altered very early

1912 with two story addition to the north and new covered entrance portico on the east major alterations were

undertaken to reopen the Cliff House in 1937 after being closed for 12 years and significant changes came in 1949 with

large addition to the southeast corner and new front facade Of the numerous configurations in which the Cliff House

has found itself three can be said to possess some significance--the original building the property with its 1912 addition

and the property as modified in 1949 Between these three however there is not an obvious choice for restoration

In summary the Cliff House will in all probability continue to be used for fulfilling the leisure time needs of local

residents and visitors to San Francisco Whether this is accomplished in new building or by rehabilitation of the

existing structure the traditional uses of the site and thus its integrity will be maintained
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SECTION ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION

3.1 Introduction

The Cliff House complex has been modified over time reflecting the changing needs of its clientele Major construction

has occurred in three primary phases

Original construction1909

North addition1912

South and east addition1949

The original 1909 building was three-story rectangular reinforced concrete building in the Neo-Classical style It

featured regular pattern of openings divided by pilasters across its four facades and is divided vertically by strong cornice

lines at all floor levels and the parapet Later additions have obscured all the facades to some degree These additions

themselves are examples of architectural styles popular in their time The north addition was constructed immediately

after completion of the original building and was made compatible by continuing its cornices and stucco surface The

addition to the south and east facades however were designed in 1949 and make no attempt to acknowledge the original

structure Instead they reflect the Modern style with cantilevered eaves large windows and tall pylon

The interior of the Cliff House similarly has been altered many times Although few elements of the 1909

construction survive the majority of the existing interior features are from the 1949 remodelling or later
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3.2 Construction Systems

The 1909 portions of the building are constructed of reinforced concrete The decision to use this material was based on

two factorsthe catastrophic loss in 1907 of the previous wood framed building by fire and the popularity of reinforced

concrete following the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire The exterior walls are load-bearing as is wall running

north-south at distance of 24 feet from the west exterior wall Reinforced concrete columns support the remainder of

the building east of this walL The roof and floor systems are concrete slabs over joists and girders the joists run east-

west The foundation system is not accessible but historical accounts indicate that solid rock had to be blasted away to

create the site for the first Cliff House Bearing on rock is therefore virtual certainty although the exact nature of the

connections are not known at this time

The 1912 and 1949 additions are both of wood frame construction The 1912 addition is supported by 11x13 timber

columns on the first floor The walls floors and roof are also of wood frame construction

The 1949 addition on the south and east sides is also of wood construction The walls are built of 2x6 studs at 16 on

centers with 1x8 diagonal sheathing on the outside Typical floors have 2x12 joists at 16 on centers and 1x8

diagonal sheathing under 2x6 tongue-in-groove flooring The roof structure is composed of 2x6 framing elements

and wood underlayment under built-up roof
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3.3 Exterior Description

3.3.1 North Facade

Additions to the north side of the original Cliff House

took place in 1912 and after 1937 The 1912 addition is

compatible with the original building in its surface

material and certain design featuresstucco and similar

cornices respectively It is rectangular in massing except

for an angled corncr north west on the first floor The

existing windows are large fixed-pane picture windows

located on the second floor The first floor windows have

been closed with the exception of window in the angled

northwest corner

The later addition is similarly surfaced in stucco although

unornamented except for simple molding above the first

floor level The only opening is small fixed-pane

The east facade was completely remodelled in 1949 at the

same time the south addition was constructed thin

_______________ pylon built to the north of the main entrance was

___________________
originally surfaced with brick veneer but was

windows were placed on the second and third floors to the

south of the pylon and plywood panels placed to the north

of it The facade is unified by wide projecting canopy

over the second floor level This canopy is cantilevered

supported by paired steel pipe columns north of the

off the wall in the southern poon of the building and is

pylon.The second floor has been altered further since the

1949 addition including the addition of bay window

extending the north doorway and replacing the siding

north of the pylon with narrow clapboards

3.3.2 South Facade

The south addition constructed in 1949 is the most

significant alteration to the building both in size and

character Over 5500 square feet were added including

new third floor The addition is contemporary in character

It is surfaced on the first floor level with long roman

Figure 18 North Addition 1987
bricks laid in stack bond on the south and east facades and

Figure 19 North Addition 1986 stucco on the west facade The remaining two floors are

surfaced in horizontal redwood originally unpainted but

Figure 20 East Facade 1987 which is now stained Three foot wide horizontal fins
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extend from the wail at each floor level and at the parapet

Windows are large fixed-sash plate glass windows

The remaining portions of the original 1909 building still

visible include most of the west facade and the

westernmost three bays of the original north and south

facades These facades are divided vertically by simple

Classical cornices at the each floor level and parapet The

main cornice at the parapet includes row of dentils The

west facade is divided horizontally by eleven bays each

with one window at each floor level On the second floor

level each window is recessed from the wall plane with

simple panel inset into the wall above Historical

photographs show that the pilasters between the second

floor windows were treated with simplified Tuscan capitals

and bases removed in the 1920s when the windows on

the third floor originally one-over-one double hung were

replaced with fixed sash windows These windows are

_________________ divided vertically by horizontal munt.in in the center

_____ _________
retaining the appearance of the original windows The

________ original windows of the first floor have been retained

______ except at the north and south facades where the

easternmost openings have been closed and the central

openings have been infilled with steel fire doors The

basement level was altered in 1954 when the space

between the viewing terraces was enclosed the only

remaining feature are the original piers This area is

presently occupied by the Mused Mechanique

3.3.5 Roof

All roofs on the Cliff House are flat The roof over the

original portion is surrounded by parapet and has raised

pads for mechanical equipment An original chimney

treated with ornamental bands of moldings suggesting

cornice is located near the center of the roof and another

smaller in size and sealed over extends up from the

original north wall Both these chimneys are covered with

sprayed on urethane roofing Part of this wall is visible

above the roof level of the 1912 north addition including

portion of the main cornice The roof of the south

Figure 21 East Facade Entrance 1987 addition is higher than the original roof and similarly has

Figure 22 South Facade 1986
mechanical ecluipment pads as well sealed skylights The

present roof surface is built-up roof covered with

Figure 23 West Facade 1987
sprayed-on urethane roofing
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3.3.6 Doors

None of the original exterior doors remain in the Cliff

House All the present doors are flat steel fire doors

except for two pairs of wood entrance doors with glass

panels on the east facade and pair of wood doors with

_____ glass panels on the south facade which have been closed

________ 3.3.7 Windows

There are three general .types of windows in the Cliff

House two are original the third consists of more

modern windows in the later additions On the first floor

of the original building are one-over-one double hung

wood windows while the windows on the second floor are

fixed-sash wood windows with two lights arranged

vertically repeating the appearance of the windows below

The 1912 and 1949 additions have single pane fixed-sash

aluminum windows in various dimensions The east

facade in addition has bay window and an extended

doorway which feature larger wood windows made up of

... many small panes

11 3.3.8 Site Features

The Cliff House site is situated on high cliff above the

_______
Pacific Ocean near Seal Rocks and has many site features

which take advantage of the prevailing views Chief

among these are the two viewing terraces to the west

Other features include the Giant Camera two totem poles

stone wall and number of coin-operated telescopes

Terraces Important to the recreational function of the

Cliff House are the two viewing terraces to the west and

north of the building The lower terrace constructed at

the time of the 1909 building is at the same level as the

basement floor It is concrete slab on grade with

concrete block perimeter guardrail wall In 1954 second

terrace was constructed at the first floor level and extended

to the north south and west of the building This upper

terrace is reinforced concrete supported on reinforced

concrete columns with concrete block infill walls between

columns

Stairs Two sets of exterior stairs lead to the upper

Figure 24 Roof Original portion 1987
terrace from the sidewalkone on the north side of the

Figure 25 Chimney 1986 building and one on the south Both stairways are

reinforced concrete Two sets of stairs also lead to the

Figure 26 Roof South Addition 1986 lower terrace One is continuation of the stairs on the
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north side of the building The second is set of wooden

stairs located at the central west edge of the upper terrace

Giant Camera The Giant Camera is 1949 feature

located at the southwestern edge of the lower terrace It is

of wood frame construction and features rotating lens on

its roof that projects panoramic view of the surrounding

area on screen inside Although the Giant Camera is

outside the scope of this study its location contributes to

the heavy traffic on the lower terrace

Other Site Features Among other site features are

_____ _____
two totem poles which are actually one totem pole cut in

western edges of the Cliff House complex Other features

... _________ include two brick planters at the east facade and system

of staircases and intermediate platforms at the south side

stone wall at the south side dates from the second Cliff

House of the 1890s

___

Figure 27 Left top East Facade aluminwn

windows on thirdfloor 1987

Figure 28 Left middle West Facade original

window onfirstfloor 1987

Figure 29 Middle West Facade original window on

_____ second floor 1987

Figure 30 Left bottom East Facade bay window

on second floor 1987

Figure 31 Right middle Lower Terrace with Giant

Camera in background 1987
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ii

Figure 32 Left top Upper Terrace 1987

______
Figure 33 Right top Giant Camera 1987

____________________________________
34 Left middle North stair to Upper

______
Figure 35 Mickile North stair to Lower Terrace

_______
1987

Figure 36 Right middle Stairs and platforms on

south side 1987

Figure 37 Left bottom Stone wall south side

dating from the Second Cliff house 1890 1986
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3.4 Interior Description

3.4.1 General Conditions

As mentioned earlier little of the present interior surfaces of the Cliff House are original Those that are remnants of the

original construction are outlined in the table below The majority of the present interior surfaces date from the 1949

remodelling although some are even more recent

3.4.2 Original Features

The following interior features have been identified as dating from the 1909 construction of the Cliff House

Floor Featurç

Basement Vault room and vault

Basement Boiler room and boiler

Basement Exterior stair enclosed by 1954 construction

First Main stair and balustrade to second floor

First Exterior cornice visible from electrical panel room

First Plaster decoration visible in storage rooms adjacent to dining room

First Mosaic floor at original south entrance

Second Mosaic floor in space south of main stairs

Second Marble veneer walls at the main entrance

Second Light fixtures in dining room

Second Stair to mezzanine level between second and third levels

Second Cast plaster decoration in stairwell

3.4.3 Basement Floor

Most of the basement level has rooms which once housed support functions for the building These spaces originally had

unfinished concrete surfaces significant portion of the basement level has been converted to offices and now has

carpeted floors suspended acoustical panel ceilings and gypsum board walls The Mused MechanIque occupies the

western portion of the basement This area has finished concrete floors and painted gypsum board and concrete walls

Decorative elements such as Ionic pilasters reinforce its image as an arcade of antique amusement devices

Original Features The vault room with steel and

concrete vault the boiler room with steam boiler and

former exterior stairway remain from the original

building The vault room has finished concrete floor

The vault itself has steel and brass vault door with the

mark of the Hermann Safe Co San Francisco It has

bronze surround with an egg-and-dart molding The boiler

_____
room has an unfmished concrete floor and contains large

________ cast iron steam boiler on raised concrete pad with

____________
Fitzgibbons Boiler Co Inc New York

Oswego cast into its fire doors

The original exterior stairway led from the street level to

the viewing terrace level below portion of the stairway

was enclosed when the upper terrace was constructed in

1954 but some of it is still visible as is part of the north

wall of the 1912 addition including window with

painted sign date unknown directing visitors to the Cliff

Figure 38 Vault with steel and brass door and the

mark of the Flerrnann Safe Co San Francisco 1986
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___________________________

House gift shop with an advertisement for The Worlds

____
Largest Curio and Gift Shop

3.4.4 First Floor

iJfj The first floor like the basement level houses support

functions for the restaurant operations in the building and

the Terrace Room dining room located at the western

end of the building overlooking the ocean To the west

________
of the stair lobby are two toilet rooms to the north is

stairway to the basement floor

__________
The Terrace Room along with corridor connecting it to

the stair lobby and the stair lobby itself are finished with

carpeted floors suspended acoustical tile ceilings and

walipapered or painted walls

.-.

Originally the Terrace Room was embellished with

elaborate ornamental plasterwork at its cornice and around

the ceiling beams contemporary suspended ceilingIii covers the original ceiling except on the eastern side

.j
where the dining room has been subdivided into storage

spaces Here portions of the original plaster are visible

from mezzanine level

Immediately east of the Terrace Room are two store rooms

and corridor finished with painted plaster walls painted

concrete floors and plaster ceilings Beyond these spaces

is an original kitchen which has painted concrete walls

The ceiling is concrete except in one location where metal

decking covers the former location of stairway now

removed Features from the 1937 remodeling include

_____ rr sidewalk chute for freight three refngcration rooms and

__________ an electrical panel room

_______ In the space created by the south addition is locker and

_____
toilet room for employees and storage room originally

______ _____
designed as small shop The former spaces have

______ walls codor connects these spaces with the rest of

_____
concrete floors exposed wood structure above and plaster

the first floor through what was the original south

____ entrance with its original mosaic floor

Figure 39 Cast iron stewn boiler with the mark of

the Für gibbons Boiler Co New York-N.Y.-Oswego The north addition is divided into two areas corridor

1986 men and womens toilets and an office to the west

Figure 40 North Facade portion of original stair
finished in contemporary materials and storage area and

visible below the existing stairs leading to the Lower crawl space to the east with exposed wood structural

Terrace 1986 elements

Figure 41 Sign remaining from period prior to

enclosure of the north stairway in 1954 1986
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Original Features The first floor of the Cliff House

historically had and continues to have an important role in

_____
its restaurant functions However very few original

____ features survive These include the following the main

______ stair to the second floor portion of the original exterior

cornice visible from the electrical panel room some

I- ornamental plaster decoration visible in the storage rooms

fr _____
adjacent to the dining room and mosaic floor at the

original south entrance

The stair to the second floor is feature of the original

______ 1909 construction It has white marble treads and

bronze newel square in section with Neoclassical

detailing Some historic bronze balusters exist while

others have been replaced with bar steel The railing cap

is of wood

Part of the north wall of the 1909 building divides the

electrical panel room section of the original first floor

______
cornice is visible on the north side of this wall

____

______
_____ Originally the first floor dining room was embellished

____ with elaborate ornamental plasterwork at its cornice and

_____
around the ceiling beams contemporary suspended

_____
ceiling has been installed covering the original ceiling

except on the eastern side where the dining room has been

_________ subdivided into storage spaces Here portions of the

original plaster are visible from mezzanine level

The original south entrance now corridor near the main

________
stair has mosaic floor It is made up of small pieces of

______ white and gray marble set in mosaic pattern with

Greek Fret border The fret itself is made up of reddish

_________ marble chips and the borders are of black marble

______ 34.5 Mezzanine

______ During the 1949 remodelling mezzanine level was added

___ ____ south of the intermediate landing of the main stairs This

__________________ is used as an office and is finished with carpeted floor

_______
fabric covered walls and painted plaster ceiling wood

stair to the south leads to the first floor
Figure 42 Stair between first and second floors with

original railing balusiers bronze newel post and
Sec nd Ft

marble treads 1987 00
The second floor historically has contained the major

Figure 43 First floor original exterior cornice public spaces of the building Presently it houses

visible in electrical panel room 1986
dining room kitchen and bar in the 1909 portion

Figure 44 First floor Ornamental plaster ceiling in
lounge and gift shop in the south addition and lounge in

dining room 1986
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the north addition All of these spaces except the dining

room are finished in contemporary materials

The dining room has wood floors with raised wood

platforms which were installed in 1973 Its ceiling and

walls are plaster painted in an art deco pattern The

kitchen is contemporary commercial kitchen with

stainless steel and tile surfaces and painted concrete

floors

Between the entry and the main stairs is an office

originally cloakroom which is finished with carpeted

floor and plaster walls and ceiling

North of the kitchen is the bar connected through an

opening to the north addition This combined area is

furnished with rustic unfinished wood siding false

beamed timber ceilings hardwood floors and raised floor

areas all of which were installed in 1945

The south addition has two distinct areas an entry and

gift shop at the east and an lounge to the west The entry

has carpeted floors diagonal wood siding on its walls and

decorative pressed metal ceiling The gift shop also has

_____ carpeted floors and wood shelving on its walls with

plaster ceiling The lounge has pressed metal ceiling

_____ _______ ______ similar to the one in the entryway carpeted floors and

walls with wood panels and mirrors These finished date

from 1973

______
Original Features As in the rest of the interiors of

______
the Cliff House few original features remain on the

________
second floor due to its frequent remodelling The features

______ ___________ remaining from 1909 include mosaic floor in space

_____
south of the main stairs some marble veneer walls at the

___________

entrance and stair to the original mezzanine level

between the second and third floors

_____ ______
Behind the main stair to the second floor is raised area

accessible from an office with marble mosaic floor with

Greek fret border similar to the mosaic floor at the first

Figure 45 Firstfloor mosaic floor at original
floor

south entrance 1986

The walls at the main entrance are veneered with white

Figure 46 Second floor dining room 1987
marble walls with raised bands at chair rail and picture

Figure 47 Second floor bar 1986 rail height
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narrow stair accessible from the main hail and the kitchen originally led to mezzanine office between the second and

third levels The stair has since been blocked and is used as closet An ornamental cast plaster cornice exists at the

ceiling with dentils and acanthus leaf motifs This cornice is similar to cast plaster cornices visible in historical

photographs of the second floor dining room

The light fixtures in the second floor dining room remain from remodelling which took place in 1937 They are of

brass and glass and are embellished with arrows signifying compass directions

3.4.7 Third Floor

The majority of the third floor is result of the 1949 addition to the south and east of the 1909 building It consists of

kitchen and dining room stair public toilets and storage space

The kitchen is on the eastern side of the third floor and is finished with tile floors plaster ceilings and walls and

stainless steel kitchen equipment The dining room has carpeted floors and raised platform vaulted ceiling with false

wood beams and plaster walls

To the north east of the stair connecting to the second floor is narrow hallway with public toilets along the west side

North of the hallway is storage area and an access ladder to the roof This storage area is the original mezzanine office

with raised plywood floor added in 1949 to raise its height to the third floor level Above the storage room ceiling is

crawl space completely unfinished which is accessible from the roof access ladder To the north west of the stair is

another store room

Figure 50 Right top Second floor lighting

fixtures from the 1937 remodelling

Figure 51 Left middle Third floor kitchen

Figure 52 Right middle Third floor store room

Figure 53 Right bottom Third floor dining

room
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4.1 Site Issues

The site of the Cliff House is certainly one of the most

dramatic in the Bay Area Views of the Pacific Ocean

Seal Rocks the Mann Headlands and Ocean Beach as

well as connections to paths leading to the beach and

Sutro Baths ruins are waiting for the visitor Currently

visitor arriving at the site is given very little information

about the facilities available on site or about the site

itself Only after one finds the Visitor Center is any

orientation or information about the site available At

minimum orientation and signage systems
should be

improved directing visitors to the Visitors Center

Primary access to the lower level viewing terrace Musee

Mechanique and the Visitors Center is currently provided

by steep wood frame open-riser stairway The stair is

in poor condition and shouid be replaced See Figure 35.

At minimum replacement stair should be constructed of

more permanent materials in an improved design If

these improvements hould be given ahh priority

The lower level terrace itself is currently in very poor

condition one area having already been cordoned off

Structural repair of this area is essential and should be

given the highest possible priority

/4f7______ Figure 54 Lower terrace area cordoned offfrom the

//
public 1987

//

________ Figure 55 Lower terrace deterioration of west wall

1986
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4.2 Architectural Issues

Exterior Appearance Over the years the general

exterior appearance of the Cliff House has gradually

declined Piecemeal remodelings changes brought on by

maintenance requirements and misguided efforts at

________ improving the appearance have resulted in building

__________
which has very little architectural character The

_____ appearance of the building from the southeast and after the

1949 remodeling could be said to have had coherent

design quality Natural matenals stained redwood brick

and large neon signs all gave the building strong

modernist character See Figure 17 Although the

materials are no longer exposed the proportions remain

With very little expenditure careful selection of paint

colors and minor improvements much of the 1949

design feeling could be resurrected more ambitious

program of rehabilitation might consider new treatment

to the east facade However the changes of 1949 were

very extensive and attempts to return the east facade to an

earlier period would involve substantial reconstruction

Like the east facade the west facade has also suffered

changes However much of the original 1909

construction exists and could be greatly improved simply

with more interesting paint scheme See Figure 24
The basement level west wall and stairs to the upper

viewing terrace need extensive repairs Given the need for

repair this area provides great opportunities for

remodeling Large openings could be cut into the walls

providing more convenient access between the deck and

basement levels with the possibility of change of use of

that level of the building This type of change would

Figure 56 West side deterioration of the stair
greatly help to tie together the interior and exterior of the

between the lower and upper terrace 1987
building something that is currently lacking

Figure 57 Lower terrace paving 1987
Interior Appearance Like the exterior the interior

suffers to some degree from remodelings of the past In

this case because of the views through the great picture

windows the actual character of the interior design is not

noticed to the same degree as it is on the exterior With

relatively minor interior remodeling the main dining

spaces could be breathtaking
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4.3 Exterior Building Fabric Survey

__ 4.3.1 Site Paving

The paving of the lower level viewing terrace is settled

andcurrentlyisanirregularandhazardoussurface Also

________________________________________ surface-spalling of the concrete is ongoing The entire

1$IPJJU lower level should be re-paved in conjunction with repairs

to the perimeter wall Sidewalks in front of the building

are also in poor condition They should also be repaired

4.3.2 Roofs/Decks

The main roof is in fair condition Currently the entire

roof slopes to the west to two scuppers This situation is

not ideal since too much runoff is concentrated at the

__ scuppers encouraging water to get into walls When the

building is re-roofed consideration should be given to

modifying the roof pitches and adding additional

downspouts

Roof membrane systems at the upper viewing platform

have failed in the past allowing moisture into the concrete

deck Although recently repaired this membrane is only

covering larger problems in the structure itself

Roofing over the horizontal fins of the 1949 South

addition does not show signs of leaking but should be

replaced when fins are repaired

4.3.3 Flashing and Sheet Metal

Flashing and sheet metal systems on the Cliff House are

copper and generally have performed well However

gravel stops at the horizontal fins of the 1949 addition

______ have inadequate vertical dimension to protect the wood

fascias and also inadequate drip edges The result is water

migration under the fins paint failure and problems with

the wood Flashing of these edges will need to be

redesigned and replaced

4.3.4 Wall Materials

Concrete Concrete wall surfaces on the west facade

upper viewing platform built in 1954 are badly

deteriorated primarily due to inadequate concrete cover over

the reinforcing and poor water runoff details The extent

of the damage is probably much greater than that presently

Figure 58 Sidewalk in front of Cliff House 1987
observable The wide spread cracking in all the columns

Figure 59 Roof over original building Note slope
and wall surfaces suggests widespread moisture penetration

to west 1986 and steel corrosion At this point the amount of chipping

off damaged concrete sandblasting of steel installation of

Figure 60 South facade horizontalfins at the

South Addition 1986
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new epoxy-coated reinforcing and patching in new

concrete would be so extensive that demolition and

replacement of this element will be the most appropriate

course of action

The concrete and stucco surfaces of the original building

are in surprisingly good condition Cracking in the stucco

_____
coat is noticeable in some areas and should be repaired

_____ prior to repainting the building

Wood Siding and Trim Horizontal wood siding

installed in 1949 on the south addition and on the east

facade was originally clear-finished Historic photographs

show that the building was painted very soon after the

remodeling almost certainly because of problems with the

siding Currently the siding is in fair condition Some

__J_ rusting of the railing is noticeable on the south wall In

order to stop the rusting the paint must be removed and

______
--

the rail wire-brushed or otherwise scraped back to bright

metal then immediately primed This is time

consuming process and it involves to some extent

damaging the wood siding itself However if not done

the rails will continue to rust eventually causing greater

problems The only alternative to this treatment is to re

sheath the building Current conditions in this area do not

____ warrant that treatment

Wood fascia trim on the horizontal fins of the south

_____ _____ addition should also be renovated Currently they are

exposed to water runoff from above and do not provide an

_____________________
adequate drip edge See Figure 62. For long-term

maintenance issues the entire detail needs to be

reconsiacieu

-.--
Vertical wood siding installed on the pylon at the east

facade after brick veneer was removed is badly cupped and

is allowing moisture penetration into the framing The

entire pylon should be resheathed possibly in more

weather-resistant materials

Plywood siding installed on the east wall north of the

Figure 61 Deterioration of west wall perimeter pylon is recent addition and is in good condition

beam and colwnn 1987

Brick Brick veneer installed on the south and east

Figure 62 Upper Terrace deterioration of perimeter
facades in 1949 has number of problems Cracking can

beam north side 1987
be observed on the bncks at the south wall The cause of

Figure 63 South Addition south wall siding 1987 this cracking is not known However it may be due to
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Figure 64 Left top Pylon Note cupped vertical moisture problems in the wood back-up wall or possibly

siding indicating moisture penetration 1987 due to thermal movement in the brick Specific repair

measures should be developed after investigation of the
Figure 65 Left middle East facade Metal panels

north of pylon replaced with plywood panels in late condition of the backing and its connection to the brick

1986 1986

Grout fill at the base of the brick wall along the east

Figure 66 Left bottom East Facadefailure of facade needs to be chipped Out and then repacked This

grouting along sidewalk 1987
needs to be done conjunction with the sidewalk repairs

Figure 67 Right bottom South facade cracks in

brick facing requiring fur her analysis 1987 Metal Siding Anodized aluminum siding installed on

the east facade is missing several trim pieces and needs

repair or removal

4.3.5 Windows

The windows of the Cliff House are in differing states of

repair The original double hung windows at the first

floor west facade are in poor condition See Figure 28.

The sashes are failing and are now fixed in place

Replacement of these windows will be necessary

Window sashes at the second floor west facade appear to

be in slightly better condition however they are also in

need of repair See Figure 29. Fixed sash windows on

the south and east facades of the building are generally in

better condition

4.3.6 Doors

Exterior entry doors at the upper level east facade are in

good condition Steel exterior exit doors at the east facade

north corner and south facade are rusted and will need

repair or replacement

IlL __
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4.4 Building Code Analysis

4.4.1 General

As an agency of the United States Government the National Park Service is exempt from the requirements of state and

local governments This exemption includes planning and building code requirements As basis for this code study

the building has been analyzed under the requirements of all applicable state and local codes

State The applicable State code is Title 24 Part of the California Adminisirative Code also known as the State

Building Code Requirements of the State code deal specifically with disabled access and energy conservation as well as

life safety issues The State Historical Building Code Title 24 Part does not apply to the Cliff House as it is not

recognized as qualified historical building by national state or local governmental entity

Local The 1984 San Francisco Building Code part II Chapters and of the San Francisco Municipal Code is the

governing local code Essentially it consists of amendments and revisions to the Uniform Building Code 1979 Edition

4.4.2 Planning Codes

The City and County of San Francisco has designated the Cliff House and the property around it as or Public Use
Zone The zone has no requirements for occupancy parking height or bulk leaving them up to the discretion of the

governmental body that owns or controls them Proposals for major changes of use or major additions or alterations will

be subject to public review under existing National Park Service guidelines

4.4.3 Building Codes

Generally Building Codes determine the minimum level of construction required for given occupancy or combination

of occupancies within structure Conversely given the construction of an existing building the Building Code sets

forth what occupancies are permitted within that building This interaction between the occupancy of building and the

construction requirements for that occupancy is at the heart of all building code regulations

Building codes did not come into use much before 1925 in the United States Also building codes are continually

undergoing revisions as building technology advances and construction methods and materials change building

constructed in 1945 using the code in force at that time would probably not comply with the code in force today

According to the San Francisco Building Code Section 104 when an existing building is altered or added to only the

additions or alterations themselves must meet the current code Exceptions are if 75% or more of interior walls or

partitions are changed or new interior walls or partitions are added totalling more than 75% of the original walls or

partitions measured in lineal feet then all interior walls or partitions must meet the current code including those

unchanged by the renovation Section 104 Building Code In addition under sections 104 and if

substantial changes are made to 2/3 or more of the floor levels of building than the entire building must meet section

104f lateral force design requirements requiring the upgrading of the building to meet seismic forces

Existing structures are generally only affected by building codes when alterations or additions are made to the building

There are several important exceptions to this rule First when the public health and safety is jeopardized by the

condition of building ie it has become dilapidated and may fall down or if the electrical system is unsafe then the

building may be required to comply with specific sections of the code relative to public life safety Second there are

several retroactive sections of the code that effect all existing buildings because of the importance to public safety

these include security systems including locks and lighting elevator requirements requiring elevators to return to lobbies

during an emergency These requirements have come into being as result of several disasters in hotels

Aside from these few specific requirements current building code requirements do not come into force until changes are

made to the building either through additions or alterations or by changes that are made to the occupancy of the building
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4.4.4 Review of Building Code Requirements

Regulations based on the occupancy of the building

Occupancy Type The UBC classifies activities by their character or the purpose for which building or part of one is

used or intended to be used These are then grouped according to the relative fire hazard of each group The UBC uses

capital letters to designate occupancies that are similar to each other For example an Occupancy for Assembly

includes A-i auditoriums with stage and seating over 1000 persons Table 5-A of the Uniform Building Code

summarizes these occupancy groups The major occupancy types currently existing at the Cliff House include

A-3 restaurant kitchens drinking facilities

A-4 MusØe MechanIque and

B-2 offices retail sales

Requirements based on the type of construction

The UBC classifies construction types with Roman numerals from to with being the most fire restive ie

reinforced concrete and the least resistive ie wood frame buildings The Cliff House basically has two construction

systems the 1909 reinforced concrete main building corresponding to the UBC construction type Type II F.R for Fire

Rated See Section 1901 and the two wood frame additions corresponding to UBC construction type Type NR Not

RatedSection 2101 However because the two construction types are not adequately separated from each other the

entire building is classified as Type MR the least restrictive of the two According to section 1701 of the UBC the

building can only be considered as two separate buildings for
purposes

of classification by type of construction if they are

separated with area separation walls according to section 505 The type of separation described in this section

consists of 4-hour fire rated walls with 3/4 hour rated doors Since these walls do not exist the whole building is

classified under the most restrictive classification Although the additions could be upgraded to type V-i hr by the

addition of sprinkler system in the additions the building is considered as being type MR for the purposes of this

discussion

The existing situation is mitigated somewhat by fact that virtually all of the exiting and the majority of the actual use of

the building takes place in the larger more fire-resistant 1909 portion Also the additions are relatively small

The location of the building on the site

The location of building on its site and how close other structures are to it affects the allowable area and whether or not

openings are permitted on exterior walls All buildings must adjoin or have access to at least one public space yard or

street When building faces two or more public spaces yards or streets its size may be increased as result As the

Cliff House is separated on sides from neighboring buildings by open areas of at least 20 feet in width increases in

floor area are allowed of 2.5% for each foot of separation over 20 ft up to 100% of the total floor area

The floor area of the building

The occupancy and construction of the building will determine the basic allowable floor area permitted for building

This area may be increased based on other conditions the location of the building mentioned above whether or not the

building has sprinkler system or area separation walls The total floor area of the building cannot exceed twice the

story area allowed UBC Section 505 plus allowable increases under Section 506 Because the Cliff House is
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separated on three sides the allowable gross square footage of the building may be determined as follows the most

restrictive case applies

Type NR construction with an A-3 occupancy 6000 s.f 12000 s.f 0.025 area increase

12300 s.f total

The maximum allowable floor area and building height both by feet and number of stories are determined by

combination of the occupancy group and construction type of the building by the UBC Thus hazardous use such as an

auditorium seating less than 1000 people A-2 occupancy housed in wood frame building must be very small in area

10500 square feet and allowable height stories while the same occupancy housed in concrete structure could be of

unlimited area and height

table of the maximum figures for the various combinations of occupancies found in the Cliff House based upon

Tables and SD of the Uniform Building Code is below

Table 2.3a

Const Type Occupancy Max Area sq.ft Max Ht ft Max Ht stories

Il-FRI A-3 29900 160 12

Il-FR/ B-2 39900 160 12

VNR/A-3 6000 40

VNR/B-2 8000. 40

The height and number of stories of the building

Actual Gross Square Footages of the Cliff House The table below illustrates the actual gross square footage of the

Cliff House

Table 2.3b

EIQr 1909 Building Addition Addition Iai
4372 955 1755 7082
6095 1756 1363 9214
6791 1739 1419 9948

3174 3.I124

29418

Actual vs Allowable comparison of actual values vs allowable values under the Uniform Building Code follows

29418 S.F 12300 S.F 17118 S.F overage

No stories vs story too high

The existing Cliff House thus exceeds the allowable values both in floor area and building height

The occupant load or number of people that might be in the building
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The term occupant load represents the total number of people that may occupy building or part of building at any

given time It is used to determine arrangement width and number of exits required for given occupancy These

exiting requirements are found in Chapter 33 of the UBC

The occupant load is determined by dividing the area of space by the number of square feet per occupant for that

occupancy to arrive at the total number of people that the code assumes might be occupying the space at given time

For example in an office area of 300 square feet the occupant load would be 300 divided by the number of square feet per

occupant 30 to arrive at 10 occupants

The following tables based upon Table 33-A in the Uniform Building Code give occupant loads for the major uses in

the Cliff House Table 2.3 is recapitulation of occupant loads per use while table 2.3 is summary of actual

occupant loads in the Cliff House based upon actual net square footage per use per floor level

Table 2.3c

Occupant Loads for Major Uses in the Cliff House

O.L for exits SF Occuoant Accessibility requirement

Dining/drinking 50 15 Yes except mezzanines

12 Commercial kitchens 30 300 No

17 Offices 30 100 Yes

20 Retail 50 30 Yes Ground floor

Table 2.3d

Actual Occupant Load Summary of the Cliff House
Basement First Floor Second Floor Third Floor

Dining/drinking

exhibit rooms 206 89 396 76

Comm Kitchens

Locker rooms

Mechanical Rm 14

Offices 14

Retail 23

Storage

Other 20

Total 246 137 434 85

Total for the Cliff House 902

Total exiting from second floor 434 8512 477
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Other Exiting Factors All floor levels currently have at least two exits and none are required by the code to have more

than two exits The distance between exits on each floor exceeds the minimum distance determined by Uniform Building

Code section 3302 which requires that the minimum distance between exits on given floor be greater than half the

maximum diagonal distance of the floor In addition minimum exit widths found by dividing the occupant load by 50

according to Uniform Building Code section 3303 are exceeded in all cases

There are number of problems with the exiting which should be addressed The main dining level has two exits One

through the main stair and another through the P.T Barnacle area This second exit is poorly signed and in addition it

requires person to go up and down stairs over platform final potential problem might exist if the two facilities had

different hours of operation This issue should be reviewed with the concessionaire to assure that two exits are always

available to this level The main central stair provides an exit from all three levels discharging through the main

entrance at street level This stair and corridor and all openings into it should be of one-hour fire resistive construction

This does not appear to be the case although it has been provided with an automatic sprinkler system which essentially

gives it that rating Rooms opening directly off the exit corridor such as the office and gift shop should be provided

either with sprinklers or rated door assembly

Energy Conservation Energy conservation requirements are set forth by California Title 24 Chapter 53 which set

conservation standards to be met in building construction Existing buildings are not retroactively required to meet the

code As the Cliff House was existing at the time of the adoption of Title 24 only new additions to the building would

have to meet Code according to sections 2-5301 and

______
Disabled Access The only Code provisions

retroactively applicable to the Cliff House are disabled

accessibility requirements which are found in California

Title 24 Sections applicable to the Cliff House are as

Floors and Levels Title 24 Section 2-522

requires that all floors of given story must

_____ be of common level throughout unless ramps
are provided Exceptions for existing buildings

can be made as follows Where unreasonable

hardship can be demonstrated minimum of

75% of the floor area must be accessible to the

physically disabled and where legal or physical

constraints would not allow compliance with the

regulations or equivalent facilitation without

creating unreasonable hardship the

requirements would be waived All such

exceptions would be made by the local building

official and subject to an appeal process under

section2-110b11D

---
Toilet Facilities Title 24 section 2-511

requires all that all toilet facilities must be

accessible to the physically disabled Again an

exception can be made where unreasonable

hardship can be demonstrated equivalent
Figure 68 Disabled access barriers in the facilitation can be provided Essentially
P.T Barnacle restaurant 1987

equivalent facilitation consists of accessible toilet
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facilities within reasonable distance of

accessible areas

_____________ Dining Banquet Bar Facilities Title

_________ 24 section 2-611d specifically requires that

dining banquet bar facilities shall be made

accessible to the physically disabled Exceptions

_________ .. can be made in existing buildings as follows

Where unreasonable hardship can be
________

demonstrated equivalent facilitation would be

_. accepted and the reqairements would be waived

.$ where legal or physical constraints would not

allow compliance with the reguhitions or

equivalent facilitation without creating

unreasonable hardship Otherwise all

Fiure t59 Disabled acccss barriers betwecz the
functional areas must be accessible and

main entry and restaurant second floor wheelchair space must be provided for each 20

seats with minimum of one per area

Accessibility Problems in the Cliff House The Cliff House is deficient in almost all areas of the

disabled code Specifically only two floor levels can be reached by wheelchairs the second floor at street grade and

the basement level by the walkway to the south of the building Even then both levels have many architectural

barriers preventing their accessibility The second floor has many changes in floor level some of which are

structural and other which are due to raised wood floors at some of the seating areas and the portion of the basement

level reachable to the disabled has narrow corridors lined with antique amusement devices In addition the only

public toilet facilities in the Cliff House are on the first and third floors completely unreachable to the disabled At

minimum equivalent facilities should be provided removal of barriers at the entry to the Cliff House restaurant and

construction of accessible toilet facilities on that level better alternative will be to install an elevator providing

access from the main entry to all levels

4.4.5 Summary

The following is summary of the major points regarding the conformance of the Cliff House with applicable state and

local codes

Applicable codes S.F Building Code 1979 Uniform Building Code California Title 24

Existing Cliff House does not have to conform to life-safety codes Under substantial rehabilitation additions

interior partitions would have to meet code and existing building would have to meet seismic code

Occupancy is basically A-3 except basement

The entire Cliff House is considered Type NR construction and exceeds allowable height and area requirements

for its construction type and occupancy group This problem is mitigated somewhat by the fact that the

majority of the building is actually Type II and by the fact that three of the four levels can exit at grade

Most levels provide adequate exiting However the main dining room exit through the P.T Barnum area

should be made more visible properly signed and the raised platforms removed from the exit path Also hours

of operation should be checked Sprinkler system on the main stair should be extended into all ancillary spaces

Only new additions would have to comply with current energy requirements

The Cliff House is seriously deficient in disabled accessibility Compliance can only be achieved by installing

an elevator If budgets do not permit this then at minimum the main level should be made accessible and

provided with bathrooms

Retrofit for disabled accessibility would probably be substantial enough to invoke requirement for seismic

retrofit of entire building as well
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4.5 Structural System

4.5.1 Description

The following analysis of the structural condition of the Cliff House is based on visual inspection only Construction

documents describing the sizes and connections of structural members of the building no longer exist Exploratory

demolition to develop more specific information was not permitted at this time due to problems of disruption to the

concessionaires Comments and conclusions made below are derived form field survey general observations and past

experience with similarbuildings

The original 1909 building consists of the area shown between centerlines lines to 13 on drawings 14 and 15

Appendix 4.1 It is framed in steel with concrete slabs between the steel beams The beams and girders are encased in

concrete for fireproofing The 1912 addition in the north and the 1949 addition on the south are framed in wood The

upper viewing terrace 1954 to the west is constructed of concrete slabs and beams with some masonry infill walls

between the concrete columns

4.5.2 Vertical Load Capacity

Inspection of the interior and exterior surfaces of the Cliff House do not indicate any signs of structural overloading such

as serious deflections or cracking Without additional detailed information regarding existing member sizes it is not

possible to determine the exact load capacity of the floors of the structure although it can be stated that from vertical

load point of view the structure has withstood the test of time and is performing adequately in its current state

The exception to this statement is the upper terrace structure which was added to the main building at the basement and

first levels in 1954 Corrosion of the reinforcing bars in the columns lintels and roof slabs is in an advanced state

Limited attempts at repairs were conducted on the roof slab in 1986 however areas at the Southwest corner were

considered too deteriorated for repair Presently this area of the deck has wooden scaffolding built under it to protect

visitors from potential injury The entire structure is in very deteriorated state and should be attended to immediately

4.5.3 Foundation

The condition of the existing foundations is not known at the present time However the building is bearing directly

upon coastal rock formations and significant foundation problems are not anticipated

4.5.4 Existing Lateral Load Capacity

Although the Cliff House was erected at time when the state of the art in seismic design was not as advanced as it is

today degree of lateral load capacity does exist The floor and roof slabs can act as diaphragms and the existing walls as

shear walls However the connections between the walls and slabs would have to be verified to ensure that the various

laterai load resisting elements act in unison when they are subjected to horizontal forces

The supporting rock formations slope down toward the west This causes the supporting footings to step up towards the

east with parts of the floor slabs erected as slabs on grade This stepped foundation construction can help to support

lateral loads mainly in the east-west direction if the existing footings are keyed into the rock No assumptions have

been made about this latter condition and further investigation needs to be undertaken to determine the actual nature of the

connection between the foundation and the rock formation

Structural calculations were developed to determine the loads that the building would be subjected to in an earthquake and

its approximate capacity to resist them Assumptions were made regarding structural member sizes and connections

based on previous experience with similar structures and based on the requirements of the 1984 edition of the San

Francisco Building Code
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In comparison with the the requirements of the 1984 edition of the San Francisco Building Code the original 1909

portion of the building has an existing lateral load-bearing capacity of approximately 50% in north-south direction and

approximately 25% in an east-west direction

The wood frame additions at the north and south have significant portions of their perimeter walls framed in post and

beam construction with most of the wall area consisting of windows This type of wall has almost no lateral load

capacity These portions of the building are at present receiving their lateral stability by being connected to the main

building and probably could not stand on their own The connections to the main building should be verified and

reinforced if required

The upper viewing platform on the west side will need to be extensively repaired in any event Seismic repairs may be

considered at that time

4.5.5 Seismic Upgrading

The center portion of the building erected in 1909 with its existing steel frame and concrete slab diaphragms can be

reinforced with relatively little difficulty The addition of new gunite shear walls added to the existing walls can bring

this portion of the building into compliance with the requirements of the present code The most desirable locations for

such walls from structural point of view are shown in Drawing 14 in Appendix Section in Drawing 15

Appendix shows proposed section through such shear wall This section also shows the proposed connections at

the floor and roof slabs At the foundations the new concrete should be keyed into the rock for proper shear transfer

Rock anchors can be drilled into the underlying rock at the ends of the shear walls whenever required by the final design

to withstand overturning forces

The wood frame additions to the north and south are somewhat more difficult to reinforce to resist seismic forces If the

north addition has only straight timber sheathing at the floors and roof there will not be proper horizontal diaphragm

action and the addition of nailed down plywood sheets over the existing timber decks should be required Whenever

possible architecturally existing walls could be reinforced to act as shear walls The desirable location of these shear

walls is shown on Drawing 14 Appendix and typical plywood shear wall detail is shown on Drawing 15 Appendix

Shear transfer at the existing foundation could be accomplished by adding new expansion bolts and new tie-downs

could be added at the end walls if required

Where new shear walls or diagonal bracing would obstruct the view new moment resisting steel frames could be utilized

in front of the existing window walls leaving most of the view unobstructed Only some columns would have to be

tolerated Details of such frame and its connections to the existing framing are shown on Detail Drawing 15

Appendix

In addition to reinforcing the separate portions of the building individually the ties between these portions of the

building should be investigated and reinforced as necessary If this is not done the separate portions of the building

while perhaps individually strong enough to withstand the lateral forces in serious earthquake would act independently

of each other separate and come back together damaging the areas where they come into contact

4.5.6 Summary

The Cliff House appears to be generally in good structural condition The exception to this is the western viewing deck

at the basement and first levels which is in need of immediate repairs The current structural system of the Cliff House

although not meeting current code values does have some lateral-resisting capacity Because it is an existing structure
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the San Francisco Building Code would not require seismic improvements unless major renovation is undertaken If

major renovation were planned for the building structural improvements to bring the building up to current code

requirements could be accomplished without tremendous difficulty
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4.6 Mechanical/Electrical Systems

4.6.1 Mechanical Systems

Introduction The evaluation of existing mechanical systems in the Cliff House was based on visual observations in

spaces accessible without destroying walls or other material The exact location and type of concealed ducts pipes

conduits wiring etc are therefore not known at this time Also because of the buildings many remodelings some

equipment has been abandoned in place

Presently the buildings mechanical systems
consist of ventilation equipment and several air-cooled air conditioning

units primarily roof-mounted All roof top equipment nameplates are obscured with paint rendering identification of

their capacities impossible They appear to be in poor condition

Basement There is no mechanical ventilation at this level The original boiler room has been abandoned with the

original boiler still in place

First Floor ventilation fan located over the liquor storage area ventilates much of the north addition The dining

area is served by roof-mounted unit of unknown capacity through sheet metal ducts in the ceiling space The kitchen

area is ventilated byan exposed sheet metal supply duct connected to roof-mounted evaporative swamp cooler which

provides general area ventilation Two domestic water heaters are located adjacent to the oven in the kitchen the vents

for all three are tied together and exhausted through the roof

Second Floor The kitchen is served by two large grease hoods and dishwasher hood tied to separate roof-mounted

exhaust fans Although the hoods appear to be in good condition the fans should be replaced Their capacities are

unknown Make-up air is furnished by roof-mounted swamp cooler through sheet metal ducts and duct mounted

sidewall grilles The main dining room is conditioned by roof-mounted packaged unit with an air cooled condenser

through ducts located above the lounge ceiling The capacity of this unit is unknown The north addition is not

mechanically ventilated roof-mounted gravity ventilator is the only visible means of ventilation The gift shop is

conditioned by packaged unit mounted in the exterior wall through concealed sheet metal ducts

Third Floor The kitchen area contains two grease hoods and one dishwasher hood all of which are connected to

individual roof-mounted exhaust fans of unknown capacities No make-up air is provided for the kitchen The dining

room is ventilated by sheet metal distribution duct work above the ceiling level connected to roof-mounted evaporative

swamp cooler with an unknown capacity The duct work serves both supply and return ceiling registers

Roof Virtually all the ventilation equipment for the building is mounted on the roof This equipment is in state of

disrepair In addition the exhaust fans serving the kitchen grease hoods are discharging grease onto the roof fire hazard

and code violation Replacement of all units and upgrading of the exhaust fans to meet code is recommended

4.6.1 Electrical Systems

Like the rest of the building systems in the Cliff House the electrical system has been added onto over many phases of

construction It is difficult to evaluate the existing condition of the electrical system as result of its various alterations

It is especially difficult to evaluate the requirements of the individual branch circuits This process of alteration is visible
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clearly in the main service array of equipment where the different styles of equipment construction indicate different

times of additions Sketch no in the Appendix section 4.2.2 Verify illustrates the existing electrical service array

Electrical service is underground at three phase 240v4 wires center tapped Distribution is both three phase 240v and

single phase 120/240v The size of the main service device is not readable without partial disassembly Only two

meters were noted as well as meter socket set flush in the ceiling above Branch circuits appear to be mostly in

conduit although some NMSC cable is present Recent short-term electrical repairs have included upgrading the existing

older fused branch circuit panel and main entrance switch to circuit breakers and cleaning and maintenance of the existing

equipment This work has eased the urgency of replacement of the original distribution board

Although the electrical system appears to be functioning adequately at this time any upgrade for the Cliff House should

extend to the electrical system as well The design of the system should treat branch circuits on performance type

basis where interior architectural features are to remain intact and new equipment branch circuits should be addressed

specifically

Measures recommended for upgrading the current electrical service of the building include new service entrance with

separate meters for each concessionaire Each metered area should be fed with three phase 240v service supplying 120v

through dedicated transformer as illustrated in the Appendix section 4.2.2 sketch no Additionally all motors of

1/2 horsepower and above should be three phase The size of the electrical service will need to be determined based on

current and proposed future needs of the occupants
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5.1 Introduction

The following section will identify several different alternatives for the future of the Cliff House and the North Annex

structure The basic assumption for all of the alternatives is that the current uses of the complex are not only

appropriate but are in fact within the tradition of recreational and entertainment functions which have been the

consistent thread connecting this and all of the previous Cliff Houses to this site

Each of the alternatives considered will have slightly different impact on these functions However the goal in all

cases should be to continue to provide range of entertainment and recreational experiences available to all levels of the

public

Since the building has been denied eligibility to the National Register of Historic Places the range of possible future

alternatives is not constrained by issues of historic preservation Demolition and replacement is viable option

However for the alternatives involving maintenance or rehabilitation effort should be made to conserve those few

remaining elements of the original building primarily the west facade
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5.2 Improvement Priorities

The alternative programs for improvements to the complex presented in this section provide wide array of potential

actions ranging from maintenance and repair only to the demolition and replacement of the entire complex Since the

facility is apparently functioning adequately at this time all improvements are in sense discretionary The following is

summary of problems identified earlier in this report which must be addressed in varying degrees in each alternative

Problems of the Site and Visitor Orientation

Improve the general sense of arrival and visitor orientation including information to the handicapped about access

to the lower level

Improve the sequence of spaces to the Visitor Center

Improve connections to surrounding features such as Sutro Bath ruins

Problems of Exterior and Interior Appearance

Improve the exterior appearance of the building

Improve the signage systems for the complex including both private business signage as well as public area

information signage

Improve the appearance quality of interior spaces

Problems of Function and Public Safety

Repair lower level decks and railings

Handicapped access Every effort should be made to eliminate architectural barriers Due to the many levels and

the slope of the site this may be difficult However equivalent facilitation for all activities available should be the

goal of all schemes

Seismic Safety The building as it now exists does not meet current seismic standards This may be mitigated

somewhat by the fact that it is primarily steel reinforced concrete and is built directly on rock Since major

change of occupancy is not proposed modem seismic requirements will not be required by code unless major

renovation is undertaken

Energy Efficiency Operating costs for the building could be lowered with efforts to improve its energy

conservation

Electrical/Mechanical systems Numerous code deficiencies and problems exist which should be addressed in each

scheme

Kitchen Operational Efficiency equipment adequacy and code compliance This is an area where improvements

may also be needed subject to the concessionaires needs

Problems of Materials/Building Systems Degradation

The extreme exposure of the site takes tremendous toll on exterior surfaces

The original concrete of the 1909 structure remains in surprisingly good condition Subsequent concrete work is in

poor and deteriorating condition and must be addressed in all schemes

Wood siding should be repaired or resheathed
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Paint sheet metal and windows are all in differing states of deterioration and high-level maintenance program

must be developed

Downspout systems should be remodeled

Roof-mounted HVAC equipment is in poor condition
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5.3 Alternative Improvement Plans

5.3.1 On-Going Maintenance and Repair

Simply maintaining the Cliff House and the North Annex at the current funding levels will not be adequate to improve

the existing conditions In fact it appears as though the complex is currently funded at levels lower than those necessary

to simply keep up with the buildings deterioration However with an increased budget for maintenance and certain

additional urgently needed repair projects many of thgoals for improvement can be realized albeit in rather limited ways

and over longer period of time This approach has some advantages over the more wide-ranging alternatives First and

possibly most importantly it can be accomplished without closing the facility for an extended period of time Secondly

the cash-flow requirements of the Owner or Concessionaire would be stretched out over longer period of time

However this alternative has serious disadvantages Most importantly the deficiencies of the building in terms of

handicapped accessibility structural mechanical and electrical systems would be perpetuated Also the buildings less

than optimum utilization of the site and its less than flattering aesthetic characteristics would not be completely

improved

Scope of Work Recommended maintenance and repair of the building includes the repair of damaged materials as

identified elsewhere in this report and preventative measures to minimize further damage especially those which are

moisture-related Generally measures include repair of the deteriorated concrete elements on the west side of the building

correcting the drainage systems for the whole building preventing water penetration at the joints between building

portions thoroughly cleaning and repainting the building and initiating rigorous cyclical maintenance schedule

Partial interior remodeling of the main restaurant entry platforms and development of disabled accessible bathroom at

the second level will provide marginal degree of accessibility to the major spaces in the building the first and third

levels would remain inaccessible Major items specifically recommended for this alternative are listed in the following

table See Scope of Work Cliff House Maintenance and Repair

5.3.2 Rehabilitation

This alternative involves the rehabilitation of the Cliff House to meet current codes and remodeling it to improve its

general appearance and use of spaces Rather than restoration to specific period of the buildings history this

alternative proposes to reinforce the 1949 design by compatible contemporary alterations This approach would address

in positive manner all of the problems discussed earlier Conservation of the building fabric would be accomplished in

manner similar to the maintenance alternative with additional work to preserve significant architectural elements and

the upgrading or replacement of other elements with compatible new construction
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Scope of Work Cliff House Maintenance and Repair

Demolish undermined overlook west edge viewing platform

Replace wood stairs at north edge of viewing platform with new concrete stair coordinate design

with new lower level addition

Demolish and repave lower viewing platform area completely

Replace concrete masonry walls at west wail viewing platform completely

Repair/replace exterior railings as necessary

Repair sidewalk in front of building

Basement Level

Demolish and reconstruct 1954 addition complete with stairs and railings

Exterior Wall Surfaces General

Remove replace cracked stucco southwest corner

Replace nails fasteners as necessary with galvanized

Repair metal panels covering wail north end east side

Remove paint clean all exterior surfaces

Repaint entire building

Replace existing neon signage

Remove all deteriorated light fixtures and replace

Exterior Openings

Replace caulking weatherstripping all exterior openings

Remove wall vents in first floor dining room replace wood filler material

Repair replace hardware on steel fire doors as necessary

Replace windows at first level west side

Repair other windows throughout

Interior

Remodel entry to the main restaurant remove raised platform to allow wheelchair access

Remodel area at southwest of P.T Barnacle area for improved exiting and installation of handicapped

restrooms

Replace roof mounted kitchen hoods to meet code

Remove existing roof surface

Revise roof slopes to provide improved drainage

Install new 20-yr bonded roof

Replace flashings

Provide additional scuppers downspouts at both main roof and north addition

Initiate periodic inspection/cleaning program for bird debris control

Replace roof- mounted mechanical equipment

Install downspouts
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For more optimal utilization of the sites characteristics focus should be directed towards the west end of the building

now clearly the back of the building and facing the largely underutilized viewing platform This can be accomplished

by replacing the deteriorated western viewing platform with new construction locating enclosed smaller scale shops and

fast-food restaurant services along an indoor/outdoor street spilling out along the roof deck with removable glass

enclosures

Internally the restaurant operations could be more efficiently organized eliminating some of the redundancy involved in

having three separate kitchen areas

This alternative would substantially improve the buildings quality of service to the public It could be made completely

accessible to the handicapped by providing an elevator and removing interior architectural barriers and would be reinforced

for seismic safety The resulting building would have substantially upgraded appearance which would enhance the

image of the Cliff House as high quality visitor destination

In terms of cost and feasibility however this alternative poses additional problems to the simple maintenance and repair

of the structure It would be more costly to accomplish In addition it would be physically difficult to accomplish

certain items of work in this proposal For example installation of the elevator would require cutting suitable pit out

of the rock without disturbing the existing foundations of the building Also the facility would have to be closed for

substantial period of time probably about year

Scope of Work Work included in this alternative includes most of the work above for the maintenance and repair of

the building and the additional work shown in the table below See Scope of Work Cliff House Rehabilitation

5.3.3 Restoration/Reconstruction to Historical Conditions

Restoration of the building to its condition at some specific period in its history raises the question of which period is

appropriate for this work As the building has been built and altered in several distinct phases over its history several

possibilities exist as target dates for such restoration the original 1909 construction date alterations in 1912 and

1937 and the 1949 additions If an accurate restoration were to be considered restoration to 1949 would be

inappropriate as the 1949 additions were poorly detailed in their use of weather-resistant materials More appropriate

would be restoration to c.1939 during the Golden Gate International Exposition This period was early in the tenure of

the Whitney Brothers when the Cliff House was an elegant fashionable restaurant In addition the late 1930s was an

aesthetically pleasing phase of the buildings history when the Reid Brothers original 1909 design was essentially

intact as was the 1912 addition including very handsome Neoclassical portico
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Such as restoration/reconstruction would be misleading however Many missing features would have to be replicated

based upon fragmentary and incomplete historical evidence forcing the restoration to be conjectural It would also require

the removal of all of the 1949 elements of the building Also it would have to strike compromise between historical

accuracy and accommodation of modern needs such as disabled accessibility The extensive amount of work necessary

for restoration would in reality disguise the lack of real historical integrity of the building at this time

Restoration and reconstruction to an earlier period is not considered to be viable alternative for the Cliff House

Scope of Work Cliff House Rehabilitation

Replace wall walkway south edge of building

Provide protected seating areas

General

Install elevator for disabled access east of main stair

Reinforce for seismic per drawings sheets 14 15

Replace roof mounted mechanical equipment

Upgrade electrical system with new service entrance meters

Reniodel basement level see below

Exterior Wall Surfaces General

Remove existing siding windows north end east side install new windows doors siding to

match 1949 elements

Remodel or restore south east and north facades for improved appearance

Third Floor

Move restrooms north of new elevator build up floors to same level with new structure

Second Floor

Remove or redesign raised floor seating areas in dining room lounge

Install ramping system for structural level changes

First Floor

Reconfigure toilets

Reconfigure lobby area/corridor to dining room

Remove storage rooms east side dining room

Restore ornamental plasterwork indining room

Replace exterior fire doors

Centralize food processing/storage functions

Basement Level

Demolish first floor west viewing platform

Repair spalled concrete southwest corner basement level

Remove partition walls west of concrete bearing wall

Remove existing west wall

Construct new spaces for smaller commercial food related or visitor center activities mini-mall

with glass extension onto deck
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5.3.4 Demolition and Replacement

Since it has been determined by the National Register of Historic Places that the building that currently exists is not

historically significant demolition of the current structure and replacement is valid alternative Replacement with new

structure would allow much more wide-ranging number of issues with regard to the site be considered including issues of

site planning related to both the Sutro Baths site and Ocean Beach Also the idea of more intensive use of the site which

might include hotel facilities consistent with original and earlier buildings could be considered

Because of the prominent nature of the site and because of the potential criticism that may result from demolition of the

current structure only the finest possible architecture should be accepted or proposed for the new structures One way to

achieve this as well as to develop public interest in the project would be to establish national or international design

competition for the site This type of approach would benefit not only the National Park Service but the developer and the

general public as well

In order to properly assess the feasibility of this approach market analysis should be undertaken to determine the

optimum size and uses of new facility at the Cliff House site as well as the cost and income capabilities program

could then be developed which would serve as the basis for the design competition The process involved in moving in the

direction of demolition and replacement will take number of years Consideration of this alternative for the long term can

realistically be taken only in conjunction with much of the on-going maintenance program for the short term
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5.3.5 Construction Cost Comparison

Probable construction costs were developed for each of the three alternatives presented in the previous section These

estimates are conceptual in nature being prepared without plans and specifications They are presented here in order to

establish the general order of magnitude of the cost of each alternative and to provide basis for comparison among the

alternatives Shown below are summaries of the estimates Additional data is provided in the Appendix

Construction Cost Comparison

Maintenance Demolition

and Repair Rehabilitation and Replacement

Roof 63000 200000 397000
Floor Assemblies 3000 237000 984000

Foundations 35000
Seismic Assemblies 418000 50000
First Floor Viewing

Platform 302000 302000 261000
Basic Building Service 119000 272000
Exterior Openings 81000 81000 72000
Ext Wall Surfaces 51000 66000 347000
mt Wall Surfaces 5000 15000 179000

Handicapped Access 22000 240000 96000
Site 202000 202000 179000

Subtotal $729000 $1880000 $2872000

General Requirements 68000 134000 164000
General Contractor Fee 95000 161000 187000
Bonds Permits Taxes 37000 74000 98000

Subtotal $929000 $2249000 $3321000

Contingency 20% 185000 449800 664200

TOTAL $1 14800 $2698800 $3985200
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5.3.6 Alternative Development Approaches for the Cliff House and North Annex

Alternatives for both the Cliff House and North Annex should be considered together Although they are separate

structures they are historically and fuactionally tied together and alternative treatments should be complementary The

chart below summarizes the various combinations which need to be considered

Alternative Development Approaches

NORTH ANNEX
Demolition

_________________
Maintenance Rehabilitation Replacement

CLIFF HOUSE

Maintenance YES YES YES

Rehabilitation NO YES YES

Demolition

Replacement NO NO YES

Cliff House Maintenance/North Annex Maintenance

The least costly alternative resulting in the same conditions in slightly improved and generally maintainable

state Continued deterioration is probable although its acceleration will be somewhat arrested

Cliff House Maintenance/North Annex Rehabilitation

The econd least costly scheme This would allow some improvement to the North Annex but would still

result in similarsituation to that identified in above

Cliff House Maintenance/North Annex Demolition Replacement

Although this alternative is the third least costly it could result in dramatic changes and improvements to the

site Demolition and replacement of the North Annex would allow larger and better configured building with

improved access and utilization of the site Site access and orientation problems affecting the Cliff House itself

could all be resolved if an elevator were integrated into the new structure and connections were made to the

north wall of the Cliff House Despite dramatic changes this scheme would also allow the Cliff House to

remain open

Cliff House Rehabilitation/North Annex Rehabilitation

The amount of money spent to rehabilitate both buildings would be substantial and the North Annex would

still not be improved adequately to justify closing the site This alternative may be the least attractive

Cliff House Rehabilitation/North Annex Demolition Replacement

This scheme offers the advantage of substantial improvements to the Cliff House and enlargement and

reconfiguration of the North Annex This combination together with dramatic improvements to the site is an

attractive alternative
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Cliff House Demolition Replacement/North Annex Demolition Replacement

The most dramatic alternative and the most costly financially this alternative will also result in closure of the

site for considerable period of time However it does have the appeal of potentially creating new and

improved facility in the tradition of the three previous Cliff Houses

The final selection of an alternative for the future of the Cliff House should become the topic of discussion of all

involved agencies and groups In lieu of making one recommendation the chart below presents the six alternatives rated

against various criteria The subject of future discussions will need to focus on the appropriate weighing of the criteria

At this time alternatives 34 and appear to be the most attractive

Alternatives Rating Chart

ALTERNATIVES

Maintenance 2Maintenance 3Maintenance Rehab Rehab Demo/Replace

__________ Maintenance Rehab Demo/Replace Rehab Demo/Replace Demo/Replace

CRITERIA

Cost

Public

Safety

Utility/

Function

Public

Amenity

Historic

Preservation

Site

Closure

Long Term

Maintenance
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__________- _______ __
RF0LVD that George Jones President and

Scooffy Secretary of this company be arid they are hereby

authorized empowered and directed in the name and under the

Sea of this company bY themselves as such officers to malce

execute and deliver to Fnma Merritt as Executrix of the

last will of Adolph gutro deceased the chattel mortgage dated

the 2nd daT of MaY 1910 whereIn the Cliff House is mortgagor

and Ticia Merritt as Executrix of the will of Adolph Sutro

deceased is mortgagee and which chattel mortgage secures the

payment to the mortgagee her successors and assigns of the

rents provided for and to be paid by the mortgagor to the mort

gagee and the fulfillment and performance of all covenants

agrenefltS and conditions cr1 the part of the mortgagor to be

fulfilled which are contained in that certain lease executed

by th nortgngee to John Tait as lessee and thereafter ass1Ufld

by saId lessee to said mortgagor and which Lease is dated the

27th daY of Auust 1907

hereby certify the above an foregoing resolution

is true and correct copy of resolution adopted at speclal

meeting of the Board of Directors of the Cliff House duly and



--

regularly called and held on Saturday the 1th day of May 1910

at twelVe noon of said day after notice given to all the

directors in the manner required bY the bylaws of said com

pany and that the said resolution was adopted bY the unanimous

vote of all the Directors present there being quorum in

attendance and that the said resolution has never been re

sclflcled vacated or set aside and is still in full force and

effect and virtue

-___
Sec r4 of



TIES MORTGAGE made the 2nd day of May one thouzand

nine hundred and ten CLIFF HOUSE corporation of the Cit7

and County of San Francisco State of California by oooupatiou

restaurant refreshment business etc Mortgagor to IMM

IAERBITT 1zeoutrix of the Wil of Adolph Butro deceased of the

same place by occupation property owner and Manager Mortgagee

WIT1ESSTH
TLAT said Mortgagor mortgages to said Mortgagee all that

certain personal property situated on the leased premises herein

after referred to and particularly described and enumerated on

pages to 13 hereto attached and made part of this nxrtgage

together with all renewals replacements and substitutions of said

property or any of the same which nay hereafter be owned by the

Mortgagor and used or situated on said leased premises

AS SECUrITY for the payment to the said Mortgagee her

successors eto of the rent provided for and to be paid by the

Mortgagor to the Mortgagee and the fulfillment and performance

of all the oovenant agreements and conditions on the part of

said Mortgagor to be performed and fulfilled as contained in that

certain lease of the Cliff House and adjoining premises executed

by said Executrix as lessor to John Tait as lessee and thereafter

assigned by said lessee to said Mortgagor which said lease is

dated April 23rd 1907 and the execution of which was authorized

end ratified by order of the Suporior Court of the City and County

of San Francisco State of California dated May 14th 1907 in the

natter of the Estate of Adolph Sutro deceased

IT IS ALSO AGFJEDthat if the Mortgagor shall fail to

make any payment of rent as in said lease provided or shall fail

to perform or fulfill any of the said covonants agreements or

conditions then the Mortgagee may take possession of the said

property using all necessary force so to do and nay innaodiately

proceed to sell the same in the manner provided by law and from

the proceeds pay the whole amount of said rent and all damages fraza



.i Jj 7s ct re\ cije çtrrix1

breaoh of said aontraot of lease nd all costs of sale iol41ng

reasonable attorneys fees and shall retain as security the batanos

of the moneys received from said sale so long as any future or

oonditional liability for the payment of rent or damages shall rs

in the surplu shall then be paid to the Mortgagor

IN WITNESB WHEREOF the said party of the first pqrt

has executed thus presents and has caused it corporate eeal

to be hereunto duly affixed the day and year first bove written

CLIFF HOUSE corporation

By

27
President

//7/ tooreta

IL
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breach of said contract of lease and all costs of Bale including

reasonable attorneys fees and shall retain as security the balance

of the oneya received from said sale so long as any future or

conditional liability for the payment of rent or danages shall re

mm the surplus shall then be paid to the Mortgagor

IN ITNS IHREO the said party of the first prt

baa executed these presents and has caused it corporate neal

to be hereunto duly affixed the dAy and year first above written

OIIF HOUSE corporation

ta uf On this/ c1ny in the year

ttg an QIuuu1 of uu Jraiwtsru one thousand nine hundred and EL.. before me
SS

PERRY Court Commissioner of the City and County of

San Francisco State of California residing therein duly comniis

ii

__ wntbethe i...i.i
________ of the rporation that4jc.huted the within instrument and known

__ to me to be the .who executed the within instrument on

behalf of the corporation therein named and acknowledged to me

that such corporation executed the same

In Witness Whereof hay hereunto cet my hand and affixed my

.i
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breach of said oontraot of lee.ae and all costs of sale including

reanonable attorneys fee and shall retain as security the balance

of the moneys received from said sale so long as any future or

conditional liability for the payment of rent or damages shall re

mm the surplus shall then be paid to the Mortgagor

IN WIThESS IIREOP the said party of the first pzt

baa executed these presents and has caused it corporate seal

to be hereunto duly aZfixed the day and year first above written

CLII HoUSI corporation

_____________ _____
fly

____

nI On this.7/.// day .i.TTI1 the year

one thousand nine hundred md before me
SS

GEORGE PERRY Court Commissioner of the City and County of

San Francisco State of California residing therein duly commis

ionefld 5w79n personally appearl ....._

known tj4 to be the. ./-.a

_____
_______ of the rporation thnyeuted the witliiii instrument and known

to me to be the peraor4 who execute the within instrument on

behalf of the corporation therein named and acknowledged to me

that such corporation executed the same

In iTitnese Whereof hav hereunto set niy hand and affixed my

.\6
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State of Califorria
Be

City and County of San Francisco

EM1-tA L1BRITT who as Executrix is the rtgagee in

said mortgage nanct being duly sworn nays

That the aforesaid mortgage is made in good faith and

without any denign to hinder delay or defraud creditrs

Subscribed and sworn to before

thin 23rd day of May llO

yl/
the City

and County of San FrancIsco State
of California



STATE 07 0ALIP0WLL
SB

CITY A1W COURTY 07 SAN IRAIWISC0

___________________________________ The Prenent of

CLIP HOUSE odporan liortgagor in the foregoing rtgage

named t1fiiJ rLL Luthe Me4ga.e in

KI being duly eworn fc hlwL1 .-..L L8te1

fLy depoaea and u.ye

That the aforesaid mortgage is nmie in good faith and

without any deaign to hinder delay or de aud
orecljtore

_-U-

Subscribed and en to before
this /4/ -t/ day of May

cuTc3rIr4q$y in he 0ind
County of San Francisco

State of California

STATI OF aALITORNIA
53Oh AND COUNTY 07 BAN FRANCISCO

this _JL day of 3y In the year 1910 before

me1 COURT CUM19 try p11i pe_

sonauy $ars4 e4-_s biown to me to be

the Psai.dent of OLZFJ DU8X eorIorotjon that executed the

within instrument and be acknowledged to me that said OLZJT

HOU9Z ooportion xeoutid the same

LLU11 i_
_______ ai-t City

and County of Ban Francisco
State of California
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MRzzAWrNE FLOOR

OFFICE
Bookkeepers desk
high desk stool
typewriters d.osk

office leeks
plain chairs
tlntloriood typewriter

set rotary neostyle untensils ink

waste paper baskets
hanging mirror

31 ythi cork carpet on floor
towel rack

soap dish

gas stove tubing
Cliff Hoise scrim square
filing cabinet stand
safe small
safe cabinet

15 cabinet binding oases
vort1cj filoa
wIre baskets
large tin cash boxes

bankers voucher case
dk stationary case
wino a/c file
register clip holder
ink wells
bottles Ink

paid stamp
set 12 date stamps
011ff house stamp
glass tlampner
pen rack

hanglng key rack
hangIng file
board files

large time books
large cash purses
small cash purses
paIrs Opera Glasses

MAIN FLOOR

DflES3IN ROOM LADIS TOILET
large rug

oilcariet runner
rocking chairpairs tapestry curtains
setteeserlin curtains
arm chairroller shades
plain chaircurtain rods
peceaIPortiore rod rIngs
gluss flower vasesOJt sorim sqUares
dressing tablepioture by Ohias Bird
cheval ndrrorPicturomothor ChIld
waste basketsPicture Goldezi age towel rackhat cloak racks weathered oak soap dish



MAIN FLOOfl

DRESSING ROOM LADIES TOThLr
Mnd mirror pairs scissors
brush cOmb stand covers
hand brushes doilies
clothes brush pin tray
thisk broom pap or rolif1L3
buffer linoleum all over this floor

mail file

HALLWAY
picture Crroup of Favorites
electric fan
pIcture t.vid Garrick
p1CtUe Father or the Paci

LOUNGING ROOM
small marble top tables door draperies
leather top tables window draperies
leather back rocker plants
leather back chair green pots
extra fine rocker carpet over this room
large leather seat chairs carpet runner to dining room
small leather seat chaIr hand iron In grate
livan cushions loather uriall rug In hat roomba vase on mantlopiece -Ire mat at Entrance
rugs thIs room covered with Linoleum

flININ ROOM

green screens 122 Mahogany c11fl1 chairs
3O round tables vIenna chairs

small tables nIckel plated champagne stands
12 servioo tables linoleum covers this floor
17 window shades large rugs covers the linoleum
20 velvet valances

BAMD BALCONY OFF MAIN DINING NOOM
f/2 k$a music stands

dsje PbeQ% service table
b-k p4ai ev vienna chairs

TMJEPHONE BOOTH
stool

GENT TOILET
towel racks N.P N.P soap diaie
ciIo above wash basins brass cuspidors

BAR
200 Cliff House Stems

13 gin rickey glasses50 beer stems
55 h1akey glasses36 beer glasses soda vrater glasses14 pilsner glassos 21 old fashioned cocktail glasses41 large horses neck glasses 25 larpe punch glasses23 small horses neck glasses 26 medIum punch glasses20 klomliko glasses 12 small punch glasses32 lemonade glasses poet wine glasses75 highball glasses 21 sherry glasses

..2-



MAIN FLOOfl

BAll

60 cocktail glasses galv iron tub14 hot drink glasses ice Pitchersis porr glasses beer box wIth faucets23 pouse cafe glasses
2F2 ehampa.grte glasses pIctu wHuntersi UCOflOS89 1-tite wine glasses p1ctu Toor80 red wino glasses licture Doer16 whIskoy docantors pictuae Dra-n Blankale mugs cash register 613374
12 mixing glasses mahogany arm chairs

sheicers marble to1 tables
brass cuspldors air rump Iflachifle
small fibre tubs 14 syrup Jars
sugar bowls cut glass rh1skey hott1e
fruit dishes match stands
galv ice boxes steel mat
absinthe c1rpn paIrs sugar tongs
glass pitchors scrubbing bruaho

hair broomPunch bOw
1C It stop ladder21 punch cups

comb brush10 tom jerry IflugS

c1.oth brusheslarge doeanters
feather dustersorange squeezer
nop an handleline Presser machine
towel baskotslpm squeezer
cuspidor matsIce shavers

11 ginger alo staM.sstrainers
fly trapsice piok
7eighlng machine nickel in the slot19 mixing spoon3 sirurudd.1er
pair ice tongsfruit forks
dice boxescork screw machines 1aIç bar arljI mirror with aU thecork screw machines cabinets Underneathwire cuttora fro Lar with brass foot rail andcan opener all the fixtures theretopunch ladle
service bar with all fixturp18 wine coolers
this bar fronts the checkers desk10 wine baskets

galv iron bUkets

iiit
copper etock pots ith covers la.rge steel fry pans with coverswIth faucets deep frying pots for potatoescopper brajsjees with covers frying baskets for potatooscopper saute pans fry pans 19 shallow meat pans15 copper pots from low to 16 30 emalnel Pans for bakingcopper sautoiro about high enamel bowls

enamel sauce pan ChIIL cups
34 steel sauce pans strairu

enamel pot with faucet galv eullendors
Olargo roasting pans broilers

stranaky sauce pans enamel bowl3 white

small roasting pans oyster broiler
2coa chovol12 small steel fry paIls

hook9medium steel fry pans
lboller scraper



MAIN FLOOTI

KITCJt1iI

swill bLxO13 cOVar9 wire sieves
ice shovel nrb1 mortar postalice pitcher

20 dariolo moulds for pastryice axe 18 uavsil.n
gas range all fixtures 20 madolaine squaremeat bOaid 21 roundlarge ice tubs 24 Tartolleteu
d.ishpane 24 Nesseirodo puriding moulinmarble slab 15 baby moulrIjIo PiCk Neapolitan Ice mould.scage irons for cakes fancy ice mould.sonamel cream pitchers 24 individual ice mou.dg24 oystor roast plates round cake framesbutter bains

23 Jo ly rnoulcl.s
28 steel spoons 16 pie plates flat15 small lallos pie platesdeop
21 large ladles balcrs weightsskimmers butchers scalestea decantore large platform scale llovresN.P coffon urn steam gas potatoo masher

duck prescore pumice machine

large Jno Ila rare fixturoal enterprise meat chopper

cheese ocrapers hinarl errimb machine

Vegetable etcamor baskets meat saw
cliercoa broiler fixtures float block
large gas range fixtures lucat cleaver
hot cake plate 1utchor steel
waffle irons tin sieve
iron kitchen table fixtures CC -resm risheg
century d.ishwashing mliinn ice cream spoons
with baskets complete with bread mouilij
fixtures fUrni3hinga rolling pin
ratent knife cleaning machine almorit3 mill
time clock used for help 12 crab shells

24 meat hookscash registers 577011 577012
ice cream ninehine completead.ing machine 5712S
ice cream freezers18 drop annunciator
ice crusJer completecake turners
steam stock pot completewhips
saiar.iaiiævegetable slicer
roiiurmar complete with fIxtursaratoga chip machine
dintiwaiiners complete with fixturesseval Bernard machine
hot water tableapple corer
steam table complete with fixturespaper roller
refrigerating boxes completo witstool
racks110 day clock

liarge meat refrigerator with hook12 straneky Bain ifarios to keep ani fixtureg completefood hot
large partition refrigeratorsal1 square bain marina to keep complete wdth racks fixturesfood hot
large refrigerator in basementlarge square bain manes to keep for storing beer completeIEod hot

copper sugar pan
beating bowls
chicken singer hose

-4-
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STOCK OF SILV3RWABE

386 Steel Icitivos
19 Meat Platters 14460 Tatle forks
89 SuRal Bowls cube418 spoons 10 tea poto 1/2 pt428 Tea spoons 0hoolat pots /2 pt114 Soup poorIs tea Pots /4 rt396 silvor table knives coffee pots 3/4 ptcarvIng knife 45ooffee pote 1/2 rtcarving forks fIsh platters 20Ntt crackers 10 meat platters 1616 Orange stoons

pewter ale rulgo

Boullilon spOOfla cover p1attirs 10

Oztnr forks
4rip IaIs for cooler st

60 Sugar tongs cover platters 1214 crumb ucrapers 68cover platters 1444 Soup ladles 10 pan roast COVOT3204 A.D Coffee sPoons 10 chafing dih
241 Salt Pepper shakers chafing rUshes 10

Cream pitchers 1/4 pt pastry stands
25 Cream pItchers 1/5 pt 16 coolers
Mustard rota planks With frames
Horse Pact1n pots 10 chafIng dish frames

14 bar spoons small titrn0n9 /4 pt
15 Bar apoon large chafing cUeb frames io
11 bar shalcors 20 tureens pt
15 Ramakjn with covers turoen pt
11 individual castors 1uck press cases8ooo tann.gturkI coffee cups

turkish coffee pot8 194 flrgei bowls
cOffee pots special35 Boullilon cup frames
leo tongs11 ginger ale stands
fruit forks12 pan roast dIho
straincicrumb trays dish racksWalter trays 12
cigar lighto83 bread triya 12
egg ho.crs39 Meat platters 12 PePper m.I1 broken

STOCK OF I.INTN

519 tops

24 tablo C1Oth 102 Pads or relt83502 napkin3 19 coats
12 small Banquet table cloths 14 aprons

large banquet table ClQth
148 ragsiso side towels 86 roller towol5

498 check towels stoari curtains392 haM towels green felts87 large face towel3 Yds canton flannel302 bath toe13

5.--



-V.

NOTEs
The diagram nark.d Exhibit e.nd fo11owg page

is referred to and made part of this page
LOWER FLOOR

LAmES Dt133ING ROOM

roseing tab1
gas lighterrocking chairs
comb brush

table
pair scissors

arm chair hand iivror
picture 3torm in Ilarv0t ciot lruL
waste baskets file
g1as flower vase ijufrer
portiero rod rings in toilet cmnll jrr1r curtain
large rug ucrim square Gulf house
large mirrors on wall 12 drop fixtures in toilettowel rack N.P mirror on wall above wash basin
soap dihos porcelain

BQQU_.L

rug picture Lady in red cloakround table piotupe NSpinninC heolservice tablo window obMe fixturegdining chairs valance arouni 1nz3.ow

OM2
rug picture How tho uire caught Big Jaround tablo

Picture Izaak Walton Songservice table
vriniow rixturdining chairs
valance around window

IIQOMI
rug

picture Lea Hazards Heureuxround table
Picture Le Oouho do la arieeservice table widw shadedining chairs
valance around w1noy

ROOM

rug
picturo Eirthiy Taniround table
picture Lady Wasliingtoi Oarriageservice table

Post illiotidining ohair
window shade fixtr8
va1an Zound window

rug
long picture Grecian subject Ladies

round table

ohiltronservice table
ipicture Silver iaicujtesdining chairs

ir1aqw shpcie fixtures completenb Plated ohampepje stand va1a around windowweathered hat cloak stand N.P OuSpidop

Pictuze The Interior of tho Five
Courts

.4.
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NOTE

Tb diagram n.rked hibit and following page

is referred to and made part of this page

LOWER FLOOR

ROOM CBANQUET or BALL FOOM
carpet covering all this floor weathered oak hat cloak racks10UUd tables N.P champagne stana5.s

45
ininc

chairs bluo velvet seats
JCurtzman Cofling chairs mahogony-

piano stool
Vienna chair -indow shades completeservIce tahle valances around wIndag
small round marble tables scri.m curtains on doors

ROOM OPH OF PALL ROOM
carpet covering all this room acr1i curt.1n on oorlarge round table re curtaizi on door to hacT scrim11 dining chairs blue velvet seats winnow shados completeserv1 table

valances around windowsweathered oak hat cloak rack

129L
rug

PlotureIjn Petit Couper du flogentround table
TlctureJn Jni cle Billardserv1 table
wifldo shade compietdinIng chairs
valance

rug
PIctur Country Danceround table
rinio sia.e complptedining chairs
va1alcooak arm chair

TOIL
towel rack

small rndrro-r above wash standsoap dish Porcolain brass cuspidors

liAWJIYAYS

Linoleum on all the halls except
picture Auotlnobjl0 Races on east

Vestfltjle

wailCarpet 1flflers on same except
Automohil6 Accident on

at vestibue
Picture1omas bet west Pail

Plctuo Winning Post on east wallPicturo The Meiton Breakfast Picture Tattonjvj Corner east wallOPPOsite rooms 18 drop Aflfluflcj.ator east wall

LEPHONi BOOTH
small round marble top tablostool

1had.os complete
sorjni complete

NEj ADIFj TOILip112 step ladder.C step lad4e loarPet sweeper

HELPS TOrLp
m1ro oiiwaii above wash lasln Vienna chair
rolor towels rollers

-7
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JOTE --

The d.iagrani marked exhibit and following page

le referred to and made part of thie page

LOWER FLOOR

LL DflESSING ROM UNJ1FR STA1RZ
loUnge roeinZ chair
carrt tab1oi dresser

SERVING ROOM UPS KITiI
11 square tables on looker 49 vienna rthcirc

round tables
gaj range

14 large roUnd table tops to sitting bench
eniargen tables large 41rty linen baskets
square tables

-8-
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SUB BAS1PNT

LOVF1R BAR
Cash Register 511077 sell adder
cash register %605519 electric
sell adder draers

110 day clock
hack bar counter with looking
glass at back aid cabinets each
end drawers cuspidors underrath

ifront bar with d.rawers drain board and all lixtures coruecteri thereto
brass foot rail erounr outside front bar
lunch counter including both back front countors with drawers
cupboars fixturos
email copper funnel
icc shaver
ice pick

lierimion squeezer
galv iron buckets
paper macho tube
wooden mallet
rubber mallet
service table fitted up with sniall drawer
high stool

16 window shades
scrim shades

l4.p1rs field glasses Binocular
floor linoleujn covering all the sub basement
electric piano lftlorsNlckol in the slot

8fl1usi rolls
7ire mat

40 beer glasses
10 lornonade glasses

large punch glasses

hot punch glasses
sherry glasses
claret glasses
white wife glasses

champagne glasses
12 cocktail glasses

Pousse Cafe glasses
pony glasses

13 large high ball glasses
11 small high ball glasses
16 soda water glasses
50 whiskey laases

glass stems
35 al1ir ILouse Stains Barthonware

large mixing glasso
small mixing glass

58 Vienna chairs hard seats
Vienna chairs cane seats
squaie tables 1/25squ tables 1/2 1/2
rOUnd tables
common square table
oommo round table

15 sugar bow1 glass
38 salt pepper shakers glass
15 sustard pots porcelain



SUB BASl2flT

LOWEB BPJ
10 iorse radish glasses
12 serving trays

elid bowls glass
saud bowl earthenware
china butter bowl

.38 small butter dishes
24 cream pitchers

granite ware pitchers
51/2 pint milk pitchers

rrge nickel plated coffee urn
tea pots

58 chowder pintes
118 meat plates
70 small plates
30 coffee cups

small coffee cups
65 saucers

ice cream d1heg
18 oyster glaweu

oyster hottom
earthonw pickle d.ifles

15 gallon coffee can
soup crocks
carving knife

OOfl3Qflfl1e spoon
chowder ladle
woon sali.d fork spoon
fly traps
Jardjnj3 plants plants inself closing door springsplate dish warmer back of lunoh counterstrainer
patent N. oork puller
scales nickel in slot weighing
single beach chairs

18 bouble beach oha1z
looking glass genta toilet
looki glass ladies toilettire hose stands complete with hose nozzles attaches160 ft length 3/4 garden hosepc 1/2w wire bound hoes 200 fthat coat rack hOOkS Gent toiletpOeelain soap ddh aents toiletwindow hook for pulling down wimiaw Gents toilettea strajne3

1grin4 stone
hai sweeping broom

I1INI R0
electric motor driving the ice nlaâhiuo ice cream freezer in Vegetableelectric motor driving the dish washing machine maohino in kitchen

room

1Łleotrjo motor oomproso for Jarvl5 oil burner
loros cut saw

hanj 8D.VT

oil cans

10-



SUBBASEMENT

ENGINE ROOM

150 feet 3/4 hoes trowelX5 nnkey wrenches
saw set brace
pick haers
shovel stetson wrenches
spade pair tongs
scaling hamnr ripping chisel
plumbers pump keel saw
scraper pair shears
set 12 drill soldering iron
lantern pipe cutter
spirit level cold ohisal
hack saw frame plumbers torah
ratchet drill steel brushes
vice belt punch
tube exponder extension bit
file cleaner pair dies

STORE ROOM U1DER SKD 44 LEVEL
10 round tables

squar tables
37 Vienna chairs

screen doors with selfclosing springs
3tragom sash outside

doors
17.window screens

lot of electric fixture
piece of old carpet

120 electric light lamps 16 OP 115 Volts nevi
500 feet No 14 Braid electric Wire iew

60 feet 1/2 galy iron pipe
80feet galv iron pipe

yards wire screen cloth
13 uiai stands

CIGAR STAND ON OI AVENUE NORTH 07 CLIPP tOUSL

glass cigar lighter lights electric

cigarette case on wall
case on wall

2baok counters glass front
l.front counter glass top

front oounter plain
register f641530 total adder

weighing machine flickel in th slot

li



6.3 ENGINEERING DATA

6.3.1 Structural and Seismic Calculations



________________ P__c 3L\ __________
SHEET OF

CLIENT U.s Parks Department

ACE PACIFIC CO LOCATION
San Francisco

COMPUTED BY

SAN FRANCCOCA 94104

SUBJECT Cliffhouse DATE Aug

415 986-5499 ______________________________________
CHECKED BY _____________

DATE__________________

CLIFFHOUSE SAN FRANCISCO

SEISMIC UPGRADING STUDY TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE 1984

SAN FRANCISCO BUILDING CODE 1979 U.B.C AMENDED

INPUT DATA No original construction documents or drawings are

available at this time

Dimensions established with field survey

Request to open walls and ceilings in key locations

was denied by the owner because it would cause

hardship for the present tenants

Construction materials and floor framing weights will

be assumed based on past experience and outer

appearance All assumptions will have to be verified

at later date

APPLICABLE CODE 1984 Edition of the San Francisco Building Code



SHEET OF

LOCATION 56.4
PACIFIC CO COMPUTED BY________ACE

CLIENT U.5 PA1s rI1L4T

580 MARKET Si SUBJECT CL.L DATE

SAN FRANCISCO CA 94104 CHECKED BY _____________
415 986-5499 ___________________________________________

DATE ___________________

KEY PLANS AND SECTIONS



ACE PACIFIC CO
580 NANNT sT

SAN FNNCIC0 CA 94104

45 986.5499

riH
EOLE --

1FC

Ic

c\J

// OFF1CEjJ

MU3EE
to

MECKPIQUE

CLIFF HOU3E
GOLDEN GATE N.R.P\

3N FRt3CO CUF

5EMENT LOOR LiN
ELEV 1.638



ACE PACC CO

_____
Il-v

LOCKER
ROOM IFtnM --II

II

OUTSiDE
TERRACE

Tt

PEFSIGEROR5

____ __ __j-4---@

___________________ ____ _____

tftrnwnn
CLFF HOUSE 00 1W
OOLLU P\l

SN FR.tCt3CO
CLI

ELEV 58.35



ACEPAF2

________

r1TTt1

//

7/ je

cJ

CLIFF HflUE 1H fflUI

GCLDEN Pl
3PN FPi\CcO ______ ___
CAUF

SECOND FLOOR.PL4
ELEV 73.2c



ACE PACIFIC CO
590 MANITET ST

SAN F.ANCIC0 CA 94104 --

415 996-5499

iJITkflilt.ï._

DflNC1 ROOMfl
III

___________ __________________________ __________________________

/3 ia ii 25

CLIFF I-iOU5E

GOLDEN CjTE
.SPN FRPNNCJ5CO CPUF

THR.D FLOOR MEZZANNE PL/\N
ELEV 8a



ACE PACIFIC Co
590 MAPlIET ST

SAIl FIlAIIOSCO CA 94104

4I5 999.5499

ELEV

________________ __
II1ELEV.il ________ ________

P..- 4AaJ
ELE.V

T- -M

Finn
__L1

cK

CUFF HOUSE
GOLDEN GPTE
SAN FRP\NC5CO CPL1F

CAL 3ECTON
LOOcNG SOUTH



SHEET

CLIENT PAK5

WCATION___________________________

580 MARKETST SUBJECT CL1P 4OL$E DATE _______________

ACE PACIFIC CO COMPUTED BY________

SAN FRANCISCO CA 94104 CHECKED BY _____________

DATE__________________
415 988-5499

ASSUMED FLOOR ROOF AND WALL WEIGHTS FOR

SEISMIC LOADING CALCULATIONS



SHEET OF

ACE PACIFIC CO

CLIENT PARK3 Oe.pArt-e.p-tr

LOCATION SA- FRc
COMPUTED BY II

SAN FRANCISCO CA 94104 CHECKED BY _____________

580 MARKET ST SUBJECT LI -I DATE

415 986-5499 ___________________________________________
DATE __________________

FLOOR iD WALL \V-IAIkTS

LP/
0\11R -r Co LA 75 /5.crSr A5o/ cDô/c

Zo

sIp 14 LP%

LiCo SLAe 73 /5r
\vAtTR12oo1q4
PocrI 1OPPuc 2-0

LFiOLTtOE tor

I_ P/3ECOMP FLOOIL SLA1 ZrcG PECz /5oFr

C14IRo FLOoR flr1JLAR JOl5t eEAN
CiL.IP-1G t4uJ
PATIT1OL1 Co

15Q.1r

LIRoo LAr 7_f /SQrr
gOOTtt4Cx L11-LA2.3 J4
J0tT
CEJL1 tiv IO

LY
/.so.rc



SHEET OF

CLIENT U5 PA3 i--i--r 10

ACE PACIFIC CO LOCATION S.A rRAijceco
COMPUTED BY_______

580MARKETST SUBJECT CLt IlOL DATE /t7G

SAN FRANCISCO CA 94104 CHECKED BY _____________415 986-5499 ___________________________________________

FLoR AID WALL \/IcHT .CT6

VJE- S1tIAU_ A5 To FLo or

LI sc 7LP/
COLLiM5 IOr2IOt /c Z6c
flLLF- 6LoCK 7o/ 4ao

LPv/l4o /Lc

Mi rurI -Jo-5oLrn% WALL

B-C
BC

CO4C/MAQ.UZ1-/ 11R2.4-COfIA COt1IJI4T1O...I

1Aot4RT 44oI.r o%
2kj -o74 _________

IVtR44t

U4T-rjoR \..j./6LL -ii-s-r rO r3

Cac
02

IM1FRtoR WALL5 flRr LOcZ TO

FLO LULAR 4a Tt

TO

uri io

42 LooK Lt Th.o WALLS A3a/
WITh Po ..-c ST.v

Zo /c



SHEET OF

CLIENT U.5 P/z cs-p -.4r Il

ACE PACIFIC CO WCATION
COMPUTED BY

580 MARKET ST SUBJ ECT CL DATE

SAN FRANCISCO CA 94104 CHECKED BY _____________
415986-5499

DATE __________________

FLOOR WALL \.tCk13 cOkATr

1iZ 10 fZ fA \.4JA COtt rLoort

Th- I.4 \.A/ U. ..qJ Loo

S.CJflo

AL SoUo

Zo Lt/5

LP7

t-fl0r CLM5 VttLt_ 4C3T 0F SOLTW L4p

ALLOI so

IAE

1979 EDITION
2312

BASE is the level at which the earthquake motions are considered to be
imparted to the structure or the level at which the structure as dynamic
vibrator is supported

roR TL4 LO k.1 TLi LVI5i_ IA f.t F5

r-ot r-.ir oc i-.r fl_vz
cRp tii-

rc. 4o ojrttl 4-Ock IJS PL1CTL airE
LVFA.... ---v tA I-i LO C7 Y2

FIRr FLoUt rort 1//LL -Lr
Sc Fo W4

roc 1uSE 44t-4 -otil T4



SHEET OF

CLIENT U.5 PArK

ACE PACIFIC CO LOCATION SA FRJCt5Cra
COMPUTED BY_______

580 MARKET Si SUBJECT CLI DATE ________________
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94104 CHECKED BY _____________

415986-5499
DATE __________________

SAi--i cc.o 1U1Lrli-1C cor 1184 tt7tfl
iACi 112

10 Sec 2313 Addanew$ecIon23j3toadasfoIo

Minimum Lateral Force Resistance for Existing Buildings

Sec 2313 General This section is applicable only to existing build

ings and only when invoked by Section 104t
An existing building which has been brought into compliance with the

requirexents of Section 104f of the Building Code in effect on or after May
21 1973 shall be deemed to comply with this section except when vertical

extension is to be made or other alterations are to be made which would
increase the mass or reduce the seismic resistance capacity of the building

The wind and seismic resistance requirements in this section shall apply to the

entire building except where portions are specifically exempted by other

provisions It shall be demonstrated that the building or structure is capable of

resisting these forces and safeguarding the occupants and the public

Consideration shall be given to all aspects of construction which may affect

safety including but not limited to the quality of the original materials and

workmanship the adequacy of connections between structural members the

degree to which various components of the building are tied together the

capacity and rigidity of diaphragms the adequacy of building separations the
security of filler walls panels glazing parapets and appendages and the
current condition of the building

Wind Forces Every building shall be capable of resisting wind forces

as prescribed in Section 2311 The provisions of Section 2309c shall not apply
if the height of existing walls are not increased

Seismic Forces The building shall comply with Section 2312

EXCEPTIONS Formula 12-1 may be replaced with the following

VKCW 23-I
Formula 12-2 may be replaced with the following

92
23-2

and shall be not less than 0.10 for one or two story structures and need not exceed
0.10 for higher structures



SHEET OF

CLIENT ARK5 Epr.fl-1-

ACE PACIFIC CO LOCATION
COMPUTED BY KR

580 MARKET ST SUBJECT FF DATE VA 11 td

SAN FRANCCO CHECKED BY _____________

DATE _________________

ti Roo L.E-YEL SW 15ULDLLt

0L75 LPs

wFrw4 azao/5.F 24a

PAR-rw4 L2 cer O/4 oZc

r-v 120 7doLb

3.cLOOIZ. LVf5t 3P- UILI1JA I-
FLOOIZ 34 7oo

WL 4i s-IZo//
vi44 QO/SF- 14 6o

1-- 15 LI
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FLoora zx L/ 7oau
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pAoFwta 74f

LAV ___________
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SHEET OF

CLIENT J.5

ACE PACIFIC CO
LOCATION

COMPUTED BY________

580 MARKET ST SUBJECT tL DATE IA

SAN FRANCISCO CA 94104 CHECKED BY ______________
415 986-5499

DATE _____________________

i3CEuJAu.Au SUP-uLDI 4..s-2_

________ g22-

r5t

____

___
______

vs.a

-_ ____.-O.o7k/ _____ _____

________ il
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tOr C3
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SHEET OF

CLIENT U.s pr-i...r 15

ACE PACIFIC CO LOCATION FRC.43c
COMPUTED BY

58OMARKETST SUBJECT CL1kOU DATE 4ti6

SAN FRANCISCO CA 94104 CHECKED BY _____________
415 986-5499 ___________________________________________

DATE __________________
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SHEET OF

CLIENT U.S PAIZiC5 PAEi-T

ACE PACIFIC co LOCATION r.s7
COMPUTED BY_______

580 MARKET ST SUBJECT o%.E DATE

SAN FRANCISCO

986 ______________________________________
CHECKED BY _____________

CRg$ ww- ro 51St-i SOP OILc.t

0.03 hh O.o344$

.2.0241

_____ __
__ __________

// ___ _____ _______
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6.3.2 Electrical Diagrams
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SHEET OF

CLIENT
0HF HOUSENA

SAN FRANcisco CA 94104 CHECKED BY _____________

LOCATION
COMPUTED BY __________ACE PACIFIC CO SKETCH DATE___________580 MARKET ST SUBJECT _________________________________________ ____________________

415 986-5499 ________________________________________
DATE _________________

DITTO DITTO

PANEL.CONCESStON AREA CONCESSION AREA

a4OV
TRANS
Ia/ao8v.j

PANEL
I2O/aO\/

CONCESSiON AREA



6.4 PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COSTS



LhIUAHL iNC OTR.TIUNC SULIANAN FRANCISCO ZI-tS
L%F 5-7 SHEET 2-

_________ 4\c dPir ___ _______ ________
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RAYMOND LINDAHL INC CONSTRUCTION CONSULTANT SAN FRANCISCO 62Ilt3
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_________ CLifi% -Ot1o_ o___ bawo Wapl4 C.L.
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